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Dear SPE Members;

SPE Java Section Newsletter is issued quarterly; 
they are printed 1,500 copies per issue, circulated 
among members, industry leaders, stakeholders 
(staff and manager), and students. 

In order to improve the content of our Newsletter, 
we urge you to send us an article worth sharing to 
update and enrich our reader (at no cost to you), 
with application of certain technology, and/or CSR 
activity which made an impact on our industry.

We would also like to invite your Company to 
place an Advertorial, which serves as a showcase, 
at the same time to cover the cost of printing 
the Newsletter accordingly to the following fee 
structure with effect July 2012:

 

Note:  
1. Full page size is 21x28cm with format of .pdf 

or .jpg and resolution of 300 dpi.
2.   Article will be printed in Color only; paid 

article will also be displayed on our website, 
with the same duration.
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A Word from theA Word from the
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Dear SPE Members and Readers,

The continued pressure on the oil price brings a prolonged tighter financial control in many of companies in the industry. 
The direct impact of it is a smaller cash allocation of companies to society. We, at the SPE Java Section, understand this 
situation very well, as we also adapt to the new norm. We decide to move our next fundraising activity, The Fish Fry, 
from February to May, closer to the holiday season, to allow for more attendants. Please kindly plan to participate in this 
interesting event. Your attendants, as well as the fund raised through the event, is very much appreciated. SPE is also finding 
ways to operate more efficiently and to reduce cost for members. We are grateful for the support we get from members 
and volunteers that keep the wheel of networking and knowledge sharing moving in this difficult situation.

Mitra Energy Ltd, telling an inspiring story about his career, as 
well as well testing philosophy. We also feature an interesting 
interview with Suryadi Oemar, the General Manager of Ramba 
Energy Ltd, with ample experience in JOB and KSO with 
Pertamina.

In this edition, we also print several technical articles, on 
Drilling Uncertainty Prediction Technique, Modern Perforating 
Technique, and Mitigating Formation Collapse. As usual, 
readers are also presented with the updates of Student 
Chapters activities, which I personally very delighted to see 
the level of spirit shown. A gentle reminder to other members, 
individuals and corporations, that our time and support to this 
upcoming new generation in the industry is paramount to our 
common future success. 

On the organization side, SPE Java Section has been operating 
without Vice Chairman for several months. Finally, we are 
delighted to welcome Andrew Law, General Manager of PT 
Weatherford Indonesia, to the Board, elected as Vice Chairman. 
Our activities in SPE are run by dedicated volunteers. I would 
again like to extend our appreciations to all members for 
giving their valuable time and thoughts to make the Java 
section a better example to other SPE sections. 

Warmest Regards, 
Hasbi Lubis
Chairman 2015-2016

In this Newsletter, the article on the great crew change is very 
relevant still to our industry. The experience gap is as real as 
ever, as this current situation also pushes many decades of 
talents, wisdoms, and maturity out of the industry, while the 
waves of new students, new entrants, to the market is slowed 
down. Robert Mathes is looking at this phenomena from the 
Knowledge Management perspective, highlighting the real 
danger of losing the goodwill and corporate knowledge.

One of the prominent knowledge holders in the industry lies 
within the experienced pioneers. In this edition, we met and 
talked with Indonesian Oil Man, John S. Karamoy. It is such 
a heartwarming story to read about his long career, which 
perhaps is not that different to the story of Indonesia oil 
and gas industry post 1945 Independence, from Stanvac in 
Sumatera, Huffco in Kalimantan, to his vision on leaderships 
and the future of Indonesia oil and gas. We also met with 
Handry Satriago, an equally prominent leader in Indonesia, the 
first “Made in Indonesia” General Electric CEO. Our interview 
time with him was short but very valuable. These two leaders 
have been sharing their wisdoms in different ways, reflecting 
their reaching out to generations of audiences. John put them 
in his biographies, Handry put them in his tweets. Both already 
available in books. I would recommend you to look for and 
read them. Very inspiring. 

We have another oil and gas pioneer in this edition, John 
Grant, the Well Testing expert, and now General Manager of 
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Dear Fellow SPE Member,

Let us pause to review how things have changed since 2015 began. 
Product prices have remained low and activity levels have declined 
sharply. Many jobs have been lost and the future is uncertain. 
However, the need for energy remains strong. Safe, affordable energy 
is essential to improving people’s lives. SPE is pulling up its sleeves 
and finding ways to trim budgets and reduce costs for members. 

The Society has many free services to help members who need extra 
support including: up to a two-year waiver of dues for those who are 
unemployed, a new jobs page, and the Competency Management Tool on 
the SPE website. 

Our networking and volunteering opportunities and vast body of industry knowledge remain 
valuable resources for all members.SPE stands shoulder to shoulder with you. 
We are especially grateful for the thousands of members whose voluntary services to their 
colleagues, the industry, and this Society make SPE possible. 

During this time of reflection, the staff and leaders of SPE wish the best for you and yours with 
hopes for positive possibilities in 2016. 

Happy New Year.

Nathan Meehan
2016 SPE President
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THE BIG CREW CHANGE: 
KNOWLEDGE LOSS OR 

MANAGEMENT OF CHANGE?

For the last two decades the Oil 
and Gas Upstream industry has 
been wringing their hands over the 

consequences of the hiring hiatus of 
ten years that the industry had between 
the mid-eighties Oil Price crash and the 
mid-nineties when it restarted its hiring 
processes once they saw that they were 
facing an experience gap of 10 years.

This missing decade has led to the 
nickname “The big Crew Change” 
to describe what will happen when 
the experienced top tier employees, 
managers, engineers, specialists and 
other valuable human resources reach 
retirement age and there are no more 
suitably qualified replacements in the 
pipeline because the industry never hired 
them and developed them.

When this generation passing is 
completed, a decade of experience and 
maturity will be lost once and for all, as 
the knowledge that resides in the heads 
of these people will leave with them. The 
people left behind will have to fill their 
shoes, whether they fit or not.

Once the challenge was identified, the 
industry did not stand still. Once the 

problem was fully understood, efforts 
began to minimize the effect of the 
lost knowledge by creating instruments 
broadly named Knowledge Management 
Systems as well as Talent Identification 
and Advancement strategies.

The idea behind them is that corporations 
would set up complex Information 
Repositories and Management Systems 
to ensure that the Corporate Know 
How residing in the heads of its 
managers, engineers and specialists 
was captured and safely stored for later 
retrieval by the successive generations 
of company employees, as well as 
continuously increased with new content 
as it is developed. At the same time, 
corporations began to identify talented 
young employees and placing them 
on a fast track development program 
to accelerate their ascension of the 
corporate ladder, in order to back fill the 
vacancies left by the older experienced 
generation as it began retiring.

Countless billions of dollars have been 
invested by the industry to set these 
Knowledge Management Systems and 
Talent Development Programs up, with 
widely differing levels of effectiveness 

Robert Mathes 
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Why not 
set up such 
forums with 
independent 

subject 
matter 
experts 

reviews on 
all things 

technology in 
upstream oil 

and gas?

SPE Featured ColumnSPE Featured Column

This was before the 2015 Oil Price Crash, so the replacement ratio is certainly worse than 2:1
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and success.

The business savvy, the technical 
knowledge, the managerial experience, 
the proprietary know-how of the industry 
is more valuable than all its assets and 
capital combined, as assets and capital 
are not worth much if all the know-how 
of their use and application is lost.

To pass judgement on the success or 
failure of the Knowledge Management 
initiative, one need to look at how much 
of this knowledge is actually being 
transmitted and used by the younger 
generations of engineers and managers.

If we look at the myriad of Industry 
Information Exchange tools, a feature of 
the implementation of Social Media, the 
Internet and the need for collaboration, 
one might be tempted to say “Hooray, 
we have succeeded!!!”; but when we 
take a closer look and browse the topics 
discussed, the questions asked and even 
more importantly, the responses offered, 
the picture actually looks very gloomy.

It is not because inexperienced hands ask 
the same questions as 30 years ago, it 
is because the answers they get are the 
same ones from the same 30 years ago, 
even though our industry has advanced 
tremendously and gotten much better 
answers and solutions to the same 
old problems, but this knowledge that 
resides in these expensive repositories 
and in the heads of the experienced and 
knowledgeable older experts is not being 
transmitted effectively.

I can hear the clamor of my peers 
disagreeing with my argument, and 
yes, to a certain extent, there are some 
success stories where much focused 
organizations have succeeded in setting 
up effective and credible Knowledge 
Management Systems. More so, most 
every player in the industry claims to 
have one in place.

At this point I would like to make 
an analogy between the Knowledge 
Management System and a Museum. 
There are thousands of museums filled 
with the most remarkable collections of 
whatever is their specialty, but only a 
handful are well known, well visited and 
attract people to return over and over 
again.

Why this difference between museums? 
Well, it is not sufficient to invest in 
acquiring a great collection of whatever 
the museum specializes in and protecting 
it. It takes the work of a great Curator to 
bring them to life in the museum so that 
visitors will enjoy them, learn from them 

and want to come back for more.

The most successful museum is not 
necessarily the one that has the most 
complete collection; it is the one that has 
the best curated collection.

The same applies to Knowledge 
Management: it is not just about 
capturing and storing vast amounts 
of valuable information. It has to be 
managed or curated so that users 
can quickly and effectively find the 
information they need and also get help 
for making sense of it so they can use it.

In other words, information alone is not 
equal to knowledge, information needs 
interpretation and analysis to become 
knowledge and here is the key to success 
or failure to any Knowledge Management 
System.

Our ancestors passed along their 
knowledge to the younger generations 
through a lifelong process of showing 
the younger ones how things worked, 
teaching one by one all the lessons they 
themselves had learned until the younger 
ones were ready to take over from 
them. Today we call this process Talent 
Development.

The industrial revolution brought with 
it a new social organization, where 
people learned trades that later became 
engineering disciplines, or management. 
This in turn made the individuals aware 
of their value through their knowledge 
and this body of knowledge would 
be gradually passed along to the new 
generation of workers through training, 
practice, repetition, mentoring, coaching.

There was no risk for the elder generation 
since in the early days of the industrial 
revolution; it was customary for workers 
to be employed by the same company 
for life. Later, after the Second World 
War the concept of retirement to enjoy 
the fruits of a lifetime of work became a 
reality that still allowed the same model 
of knowledge transmission to continue to 
be effective.

In the eighties, this paradigm got 
challenged for the first time as even in 
Japan, as a consequence of the post-
Vietnam war era economic recession and 
economic transformation of the world, 
suddenly the workers were facing a much 
more uncertain outlook on life, as lifetime 
employment was no longer guaranteed 
and the prospect of losing a job when 
you are no longer young left you facing 
economic hardship during what was 
supposed to be the time to enjoy the 
fruits of your work.
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Workers started to guard their knowledge 
to ensure they would be indispensable 
as no one could do their jobs but them 
themselves.

When the mid-eighties oil price crash hit 
the upstream oil and gas industry, with its 
massive lay-offs over a prolonged period 
of time, the survivors became fiercely 
defensive of any idea or scheme through 
which their employers would gain access 
to the knowledge that in their perception 
kept their paycheck secure. Thus the first 
attempts at collecting knowledge from 
experienced workers by the corporations 
met with open and fierce resistance, 
forcing the corporations to re-think 
their strategy of knowledge capture and 
preservation.

Companies had to re-design their entire 
business processes to enable them to 
accumulate data in an organized way 
without having to rely on the good will of 
individuals to voluntarily part with their 
prized knowledge, but still enabling them 
to secure their proprietary know-how for 
the use and application of their various 
technologies.

The advent of the Internet and 
social media have provided tools for 
corporations to better interface with their 
employees and also to provide additional 
tools for peer to peer information 
exchange, both within the organization 
and also with the entire industry.

At the same time, the upstream industry 
realized that the intangible concept of 
“Goodwill” as a measure of value of the 
name of the corporation was nothing else 
but the collection of intellectual property 
ranging from patents to plain old 
experience gained through practicing its 
trade, and that this had huge monetary 
value and needed protection from loss to 
the competition as well as preservation as 
with all other assets.

In today’s world, managing intellectual 
property in a corporation requires a 
strategy for knowledge capture and 
management. These systems require a 
number of Information Technologies and 
tools that are complex and expensive 
but at the same time indispensable for 
an organization to ensure its long term 
existence.

So, now back to our title question, is 
the Great Crew Change going to be a 
massive knowledge loss, or will it be 
nothing more than a change process that 
the industry will have to manage?

Probably, once the process is completed, 
and the final balance is made, the 
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industry will find out that it will be 
a combination of both things. Why, 
one might ask? Can’t we prevent 
the knowledge loss altogether by 
implementing a comprehensive 
knowledge capture, retention and 
management strategy?

Theoretically the answer is yes, we 
could prevent this great loss from 
happening, but a number of factors 
play against a complete success: the 
industry has not pursued a unified effort 
to ensure effective capture, retention 
and management of knowledge as 
there are as many variations as there are 
organizations and corporations in the 
upstream oil and gas industry. Then there 
is the most recent oil price crash since 
mid-2014 that has resulted in the most 
drastic and dramatic headcount reduction 
in the industry’s history, coupled 
with an even more drastic cutback in 
capital expenditures and project delays 
and cancellations, where knowledge 
management will certainly be another 
amongst many victims.

However, if we look at other industries, 
especially technology related to 
consumer electronics, here we see a 
very interesting approach to knowledge 
sharing: the Independent Forum. In 
them knowledgeable people publish 
reviews about gadgets, smartphones, 
video streaming, the latest TVs and they 
are open to comments by the public 
who will add their own experiences in 
the purchase, set up and operation of 
these devices. The forum has become 
a trustworthy vehicle to overcome 
biased sales pitches and otherwise non 
transparent information available from 
manufacturers. They allow for side by 
side unbiased comparisons set up by 
subject matter experts.

Now here is an idea: why not set up such 
forums with independent subject matter 
experts reviews on all things technology 
in upstream oil and gas? Just imagine 
going to Google and typing in wellbore 
perforation and not just get a Petrowiki 
definition and a few links to the most 
common service provider’s websites, but 
instead finding independent reviews, 
comparisons of systems all filled up 
with user reviews and experiences? This 
would truly boost knowledge sharing 
and preservation, as the industry experts 
have a venue to present their views and 
experience from their own perspective 
and not being hindered by their 
employers or corporate bias. The users 
would get instant access to reliable and 
validated opinions – remember, these 
forums and their postings get validated 

by the individual users who voice 
their opinion based on their hands on 
experiences.

Definitely our industry still has a lot of 
catch up to do in terms of incorporating 
the 21st century age of information into 
its business fabric. 

If Knowledge Management is not 
enough incentive, there is the issue of 
attracting the Milenials generation of 
young professionals to our Upstream 
Oil and Gas industry. As evidenced by 
GE’s forum on the subject, the industry 
has to incorporate into its business 
model the technological Ecosystem that 
today’s young professionals have grown 
accustomed to: social media tools, web 
based interaction and applications for 
collaboration, forums, etc. to be able 
to attract the young talent from this 
generation.

As with all crises, this one will profoundly 
affect our industry. The paradox is that 
the timing of the crisis could not have 
happened at a worst time in terms of its 
impact on the Great Crew Change, as the 
wave of retirements of that generation 
is cresting right now, when it would be 
most critical to efficiently manage the 
transition.

Talent Identification and accelerated 
Development is the other arm of the 
strategy to bridge the missing generation 
gap. This is much more difficult to get 
right, as talented people today do not 
tend to stick to one company, not even 
one industry. In addition, as technology 
has evolved, so has specialization and 
there are more and more fields of 
specialization and at the same time 
it is harder for managers to maintain 
an overall understanding of all the 
disciplines that make up the upstream oil 
and gas industry today.
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To continue my use of analogies, 
accelerating the development of young 
talent is tantamount to trying to speed 
up the aging and maturation of a great 
wine, so it takes less time to reach is peak 
quality. It is a difficult endeavor, to say 
the least, you have to be lucky to have 
great grapes to start with, and that is, you 
have to spot the great talent early on.

But in a scenario where many companies 
are fighting for their survival and viability 
as commercial enterprises, knowledge 
and talent loss will only be evaluated 
later as additional equity losses, as for 
now the industry is focused on solving 
the short term effects of the most recent 
price crash.

Once the dust settles, after normality 
returns to the industry, we will see that 
those companies that had done their 
homework well in advance, investing in 
the required infrastructure and resources 
to protect their goodwill and corporate 
knowledge will be stronger and better 
prepared to face the next challenges. 
The ones that prepared with ample time 
to manage this change will reap the 
benefits.

The current crisis will mask the effects 
of the way we managed the Great Crew 
Change as it will provide us the perfect 
excuse to say something like “oh, we 
would have handled that much better 
had it not been for the unexpected price 
crash that ruined all our well laid plans!”

But the reality will be that those that 
were able to detect the oncoming wave 
of change and prepared for it as best 
they could are going to be the survivors, 
the winners. The ones that didn’t, their 
bleached bones will be littering the sides 
of the road to the next chapter of the 
history of our industry. 

rmathes@rm-ecconsulting.com  
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In difficult 
times, there 
are always 
new ideas. 

When we are 
restricted 

and confined, 
something will 

always 
come up.
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John Sadrak Karamoy, The Oil Man of Indonesia, was born on 5 October
1936 in Manado, North Sulawesi.  He was graduated Technical Engineer
from Institut Teknologi Bandung in 1963, and joined Stanvac afterward

to reach the Corporate Vice President position in 1980, before moved to
Huffco (now Vico) as Senior Vice President. As a firm believer of the power
of diversity in unifying the country, giving values and hopes, he set the sight
to establish the local Indonesian oil and gas company. John formed Medco 
with his colleague Arifin Panigoro. He is also an avid entrepreneur, created
PT Jeska Mitra Energi, PT JME Consulting, PT Indonesia Bentonite, PT Scuda,
PT Medical Extra, PT Mataram Energi Lestair, PT Jeska Pandu Resources, PT 
Jeska Pertala International, and many more, in oil and gas, mining , logistic,
manufacturing, and medical field.  John has published his vision in two
biography books so far: The Oil Man: Kita Juga Bisa (2006) and The Oil Man: 
Visi Kepemimpinan (2013). He is the real Oil Man with many wisdoms to
share. SPE has the honour to have an inspiring conversation with this valued 
gentleman.

What is your background, Pak John?

I’m a chemical engineer. I studied at the 
Institute of Technology Bandung (ITB), 
from 1957 and graduated in 1963. 

Many of our student members 
are studying at ITB. What are the 
differences in campus between the 
1960s and today?

Well, two or three weeks ago, I returned 
to my campus for an alumni gathering. 
The campus practically looks the same. 
However, there are a lot of differences in 
terms of education. For example, when 
Chemical Engineering students take their 
specialty in the fourth year; they can 
choose between food and energy. Back 
when I was studying there, the choices 
were coal, petrochemical, microbiology, 
rayon and Industrial engineering.

It seems now that subjects are broader, 
with more focus on high-level processes. 
When I was studying Petrochemical, 
it was more detailed.  I recalled being 
given an assignment to produce a 
catalyst (Ziegler) and did polymerization 
of ethylene in the lab.  We were also 
asked to design a chemical plant 
(Urea fertilizer) and I was able to do 
it.  But students don’t do this anymore. 
Now, they talk about how to develop 
processed for increased food production, 
renewable energy and to protect the 
environment. 

Today, it is so hard to get a place in 
university. How was it in your time?

In my time, it was not popular for young 
men to go to technical university.  Most 
of my class mates in high school  chose 
medical schools and some  preferred 
to join the police, army, especially navy 
or  air force, I guess because they knew 

what they were about to do.  On the 
other hand, students of engineering 
schools felt blind about their future. 

I remember when I was in high school, 
the universities came around and 
encouraged students to go to the 
university. Ha-ha…. actually, it was 
more like a chain gang looking for new 
members. 

But my story was different. I graduated 
from high school in 1955. After finishing 
high school, I directly went to work for 
Stanvac (now ExxonMobil) because I 
wanted to know “what working was all 
about”. My intention was to work only 
for three or four months, but two years 
passed, and then the company instructed 
me to continue my study at University.  
What a deal. I continued to receive my 
salary from Stanvac whilst studying. 

Stanvac, asked me to choose from a 
list universities,  including the Technical 
Faculty of the University of Indonesia 
(now ITB), Gajah Mada and five or six 
universities in the US and the Philippines. 
I came from a family that helped this 
country fight for independence, so I 
guess I inherited a nationalistic feeling.  
So I said I wanted to go to a university 
in Indonesia, and chose ITB. After I left 
the room, I asked my friends where they 
chose to go.  Some said Penn State 
University.  Others said Texas Tech. My 
Goodness, I was the only one who chose 
to study in Indonesia. 

It turned out to be a good decision, 
because my friends from ITB who joined 
Government institutions are now big 
guys.  The directors of Pertamina and 
in the Ministry of Mining and Energy 
are all my friends. We were in the same 
group, and we were trained together by 
the Army in the “Compulsory Military 
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Training for University Students” (known 
as WALA).

 I guess because my family has a military 
background, I was ultimately appointed 
to lead in this training and ended up as 
the Regiment Commander for ITB.  So, 
now when I meet my old campus friends, 
they still remember me, “Oh, you were 
our Regiment Commander.” It makes our 
dealings easier. 

On the other hand, those who graduated 
from foreign universities missed out on
these formative years, and did not have
friends in the government in their early 
times. So, it was more difficult for them 
to communicate with authorities.

By the way, in my last year in 
chemical engineering, I chose my 
major assignment in Petrochemical 
(there was no Petroleum Engineering 
Major).  My mentor was Prof. Sumantri 
Brodjonegoro , who had just graduated 
from the Netherlands, and I was his only 
student. He was such a nice and friendly 
professor.

What happened after graduation?

After graduation in 1963, even though
I was a chemical engineer, I was firstly 
assigned as a production and reservoir 
engineer and later on trained as a tool-
pusher. This might be a shock for your 
student readers.  But I like the American
system, where everyone starts from the 
lowest level and works their way up. 

It was in mid-1964, when I became
aware that there was something wrong 
with this country.  In March/April 1965, 
all foreigners working in Stanvac’s oil 
fields were advised by their embassies 
to leave this country.  My area manager, 
who was a foreigner, called me one day 
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in April 1965.  I was wearing overalls 
like all field workers.  He said “starting 
from tomorrow you change your clothes 
and you sit here.” So, overnight, I was 
promoted from a green tool-pusher to 
an area manager!  

Approaching the “September 1965 coup” 
things got progressively abnormal and 
labor unrest grew increasingly wild. 

When the foreigners left, they did not 
authorize us to do capital investment 
works. We only had enough money to 
pay the salaries of our employees. 

But we did not sit around.  Our engineers 
reactivated junked drilling rigs and 
recovered casing from old wells, and 
rummaged around the company 
warehouse for useful spare parts and 
consumables for drilling or workover.  

We managed to drill four new wells and 
carried out workovers to increase oil 
production.  

We invented useful things that surprised 
many. One of them was a portable 
beam-pump base. You see, usually 
we laid a concrete foundation at each 
well site for the beam pump.  This was 
expensive and time consuming and we 
didn’t have much cement.  So we made 
a portable base from scrap steel, and we 
could quickly move around our limited 
number of beam pumps to match the 
changing production capacities of 
our wells to produce more oil.   Exxon 
recognized this technique and used this 
device in other places, because I didn’t 
patent it. Later on when I went to the US, 
Exxon said that they copied the device 
from Indonesia, and I said “I did it. I 
made that.” 

In difficult times, people will invent.

What motivated you to do something 
rather than just sit down and wait for 
the paycheck to arrive every month?

The first thing I did after I’d been told 
to take the area manager position was 
to call all the managers. I could see that 
some of them didn’t like my promotion. I 
also called the heads of our labor unions. 
I told them, “Look! We were left with 
all this. They’re all gone. We have two 
choices. We just sit tight waiting until 
they come back, do nothing. Or we can 
do “something.”  We chose the second 
option.

My management concept that I 

introduced and applied consistently 
is called “embracing and inspiring”. 
I embraced everybody, even those 
people who did not like me. I called 
them up and told them “We have to do 
something.” And I convinced them that 
“We can do it!”

From history, I have learnt that difficult 
times always lead to new ideas. Do you 
know how American scientists invented 
synthetic rubber? Before World War 
2, Indonesia shipped natural rubber 
abroad.  But then the shipment was 
cut off by the Japanese after they 
invaded Indonesia and Malaysia. And 
so, the scientists in the US and Europe 
developed what we now call synthetic 
rubber.  A German scientist invented the 
Fischer - Tropsch process to produce 
liquid methanol and ethanol from coal 
(synthetic gas) to fuel the war machines 
towards the end of World War 2. 

So in difficult times, there are always 
new ideas. When we are restricted and 
confined, something will always come 
up. 

These days, safety issues are in 
front and center. How was the 
condition back then? Was it a cowboy 
operation?

Well, I have to admire Stanvac for their 
standards. Not only for safety-standards, 
but everything had a standard. But of 
course the environmental standards back 
then were not so strict. 

We used to start producing a well by 
blowing oil into a pit.  Later, we could 
suck up the oil with a vacuum truck. 
However, I did not like this because there 
was always some oil left behind.  So, we 
changed to blow oil into a tank, so there 
was no spill.  Then a body truck would 
transport the tank to central oil-water 
treatment facilities. 

Stanvac used to spray crude oil into the 
road, to harden the road and to keep the 
dust down. I told them to stop spraying 
the road, except for some field roads 
where the condition was very difficult.

Then, we modified the way we built 
roads. People used bulldozers to push 
the dirt out, so the road was lower 
than the surrounding ground.  After 
heavy rain, these roads became canals. 
The solution was very easy - we added 
drainage, so water flows off the road into 
the drain. 

Thus, Stanvac’s oil fields were the 
cleanest oil fields in Indonesia.  For many 
years Medco Energy who took over 
from Stanvac in mid-1995 continued to 
receive the Proper Green Award. 

I had good people who had good 
ideas. Many of them had only a basic 
education, but they were creative and 
they had good ideas.  For example, we 
had oil wells where the flowing pressure 
was dropping. Why was it dropping?  We 
determined it was not because reservoir 
pressure was depleting.  Some of the oil 
had to travel along two kilometers of 
small 2-inch flow line from the well head 
to the plant and the back-pressure was 
killing our wells.  So we recovered flow 
lines or tubing from suspended or shut-
in wells, and we used it to build a second 
flowline next to the original flowline, so 
we had two 2-inch pipes or looping the 
line.  And it worked! The back pressure 
reduced, and the flowing rate increased. 
Whose idea it was? The field’s people. 
All I did was to ask “Why can we do this? 
Why we cannot do this?”

One time I was criticized by some 
managers, because they saw I removed 
some parts of the two-meter high 
fence surrounding our camp.  I said to 
them, “Outside the camp are the local 
people. We are separated by this fence, 
as if we are better people. We are the 
same Indonesians, but we look through 
the fence at other Indonesians with a 
lower living standard. We are creating 
a conflict here. So, get rid of the fence. 
Some of the managers criticized me 
because obviously they feel that they 
had lost something. One of the direct 
impacts of my decision to remove the 
fence was, indeed, thievery. Thieves 
started coming in and stealing from the 
camp. So our camp started to employed 
security people.  In fact, our security 
team was the first anywhere in Indonesia. 
At first, we called them watchmen. 
However, these watchmen were not only 
working at night, but also during the 
day; there were three shifts. So later on 
we called them “security”. 

The main public road was located quite 
far from our camp.  So when ladies in 
the camp wanted to go to the market, 
they had to walk to the main road first 
to get a taxi or ‘angkot’.  I allowed the 
angkot to come inside the camp, so our 
ladies didn’t have to walk far anymore. 
However, this decision also caused 
criticism from the managers living in 
the camp, because it made many of 
them lose ‘the feeling of being special’. 
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You know, living in an isolated camp, 
with all modern conveniences and 
recreational facilities, social and better 
schooling for the children, away from 
other (local) people, cut-off from public 
transportation (the angkot) who are the 
ones that felt like they “ lost” something?

In the late 1960’s , every Saturday 
and Sunday the company provided 
seven trucks to take the families of our 
employees to shop at a general market. 
On working days, these trucks were used 
to load cement and heavy equipment, 
but on weekends they were used to load 
people. The nearest market was about 
15 kilometers away, and within a day the 
trucks may go back and forth three to 
four times to deliver the employees and 
their families.  So I said “Let’s reverse 
it. Let’s bring the market here.” So, we 
used those seven trucks to load the 
merchants and their goods. We only 
did one trip in the morning, to 
pick up the merchants, and one 
trip in the afternoon, to take 
the merchants back to their 
market. After three months, 
the merchants didn’t even 
need the trucks anymore. 
They came by themselves, 
because they saw the 
prospective market and 
buyers. 

I provided a space and I 
permitted whoever wanted to 
build a store. Then, they asked 
me if   the company’s carpenter 
workshop and machine workshop 
could be used. So, I allowed the 
committee to use the workshop but 
only on Saturday and Sunday. They cut 
the wood themselves and brought it to 
the workshop to build wooden materials 
for the stores. I knew that many of them 
were employees. When the market and 
the stores were done, the organization 
behind them came to me and said that 
they wanted to put my name on the 
market. I told them, “If you put my name 
on the market, I will instruct you to 
dismantle it.” Yet, unofficially they still 
call that market “Pasar John Karamoy”.

This ‘pasar’ was established back in 
1968-69 and it is still open today. Of 
course it has grown even bigger with the 
addition of more stores. 

As I mentioned, I started to work 
at Stanvac in 1955. My job title was 
Technician III, which was the second 
lowest rank after Helper or Roustabout.  
Levels III, II, I, junior, and senior are all 

grouped as Non Staff. Then, two years 
afterwards in 1957 they gave me the 
opportunity to continue my study in 
ITB. When I graduated from Chemical 
Engineering in early 1963, my rank 
was Engineer II (a Staff level), and six 
months later I became Engineer I. After 
that in early 1965, I was no longer an 
engineer because I became the Acting 
Area Manager, jumping four levels in the 
process. 

Some of the staff could understand my 
promotion, but some engineers envied 
me.  They thought that they should be 
the ones promoted, not “this guy”.  So, 
as acting area manager, I 

had two options: to kick 
them out or to get them to work. I 
chose to get them to work, but with one 
challenge: the production should stay, it 
must not drop. You see, months before 
all the expatriates left, they cut funding; 
and this impacted the oil production. 
When I took over as Area Manager, oil 
production was already dropping fast.  

Within a couple of months, we managed 
to reverse the drop and increased the 
production. 

Two years later in 1967, when our foreign 
reservoir and production engineer came 
back, he was astounded to see no drop 
in production. I remember he asked me 
“How did you increase production? We 
were expecting it to go even lower.”

What did we do?   Well, nothing unusual. 
But I felt that I got everybody’s support.  
We had no labor unrest.  All the staff 
were working, and everybody worked 
hard. We managed to drill four wells in 
the year that the expatriates left.  When 
they came back they asked me “How 
did you drill those wells?” I answered 
that “We had the old rig refurbished 
and we recovered casing, tubing and 
well heads from suspended wells.  So we 
used these. “Where did you get the flow 
lines?” “We recovered tubing from old 
wells that you just left behind.” American 
companies have no culture to recycle 
equipment and materials no longer in 
use; they just leave them to rot.

When the foreigners came back, did 
they change the dynamics of the 

operation?

No.  We Indonesians had 
proven that in their absence 

we could do it, so they 
just let the operation 
continue on. I can tell 
you this because years 
later my boss, Bob, the 
area manager who 
promoted me and 
later on he became the 
Production Manager, 
told me “You did 
something that we 

were not even thinking 
about.”

In this restricted, confined 
situation we were forced to 

create “new” things. Today, we 
are all accustomed to everything 

being available. 

How far did you go in Stanvac?

I left after 31 years with the Stanvac.  My 
last positions were Company Director 
from 1972 and Vice President from 
1981 until I left in 1987. I’m the only 
Indonesian who ever reached that VP 
position. 

Since 1969, I was assigned two times to 
the US and also to non-US ExxonMobil 
operations, so I understood very well 
much of Stanvac’s management policy 
and system. 

For more than 10 years I witnessed 
Presidents of Stanvac come and 
go.  Because they were new, I helped 
each one of them to know about this 
company, its organization and culture, 
and to introduce them to central and 
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local government officials. They were 
my bosses. One day I asked the higher 
bosses, “I have trained 3 to 4 newly-
assigned Presidents of Stanvac.  Why 
can’t I be the President of Stanvac?” 
They gave me a very diplomatic answer 
indeed, but I knew that the real reason 
why I could not become the President of 
Stanvac at that time was because I’m not 
a white man. I have no problem with this 
policy.

Then one day in 1985, Roy M. Huffington 
(RMH) came to see me and he offered 
me a job.  Roy was an ex-geologist of 
Exxon in USA, and was once in-charge of 
the Mississippi Delta. After leaving Exxon 
in 1968, he explored in the Mahakam 
Delta, East Kalimantan, and made a big 
oil and gas discovery in 1970.   

I was interested and asked RMH what he 
most wanted me to do.  He said cut the 
cost down and clean it up. 

So, in late 1986, I took the early 
retirement option that Stanvac provided 
for its employees.

When I moved to Huffco in early 1987, I 
found out that many of the Huffco guys 
were ex-Stanvac.  When I visited Huffco’s 
Badak drilling location for the first time, 
the crew was standing alongside the 
road and banging metal pots with a 
‘treng treng treng treng’ sound.

I thought they disliked me and wanted 
to make a protest.  But then I saw that 
they were my old crew at Stanvac and 
this was their way to welcome me. I 
guessed half of the crew at Huffco was 
ex-Stanvac. 

In Huffco, within two years, I was able to 
reduce operating expenses from $140 
million per year to $100 million per 
year.  I was made Senior Vice President 
of Exploration and Production, and 
promoted many Indonesian managers 
when they were ready to take over from 
expatriates. 

How did you find out what needed to 
be cleaned up?

From our internal auditors.  They were 
Indonesian, and they conducted both 
current and post audits in operational 
and financial aspects.  To my surprise, 
their reports were not getting enough 
attention.  

The majority of Auditor critical findings 
were related to purchases of goods and 

services. Some negative findings were 
the result if intentional actions, and some 
were just poor judgment. 

For example, the company kept paying 
for rental trucks and vehicles after the 
contract had expired and the units were 
removed from the site. 

Another example was three guys on a 
pipeline maintenance contract. Those 
three guys were from a consultant 
agency. One was an expatriate and the 
two other were Indonesians, but they 
had European names: like my name, 
John. So those Indonesians got the same 
payment as the expatriate just because 
they had European names.  Being 
contractors, our payroll division did not 
know who those guys were. Somebody 
just gave their names and fees and our 
payroll division paid them every month.

But it gets worse.  These contractors 
were not working anymore, yet the 
company kept paying them. So who got 
the money?  This had been happening 
for years. When I asked the auditor what 
the manager did when he saw such 
activities in the audit report, they said, “It 
was totally ignored by the manager.” So, 
okay these managers should go too. 

Our field camp maintenance costs were 
excessively high. One large cost center 
was catering, which was quite luxurious. I 
told them to cut the cost of meals in the 
catering contract. I also hired a dietician 
to look at the contract and the dietician 
removed many meals from the menu 
that did not promote a healthy life. 

Huffco used to supply diesel fuel to all 
rental equipment, including drilling rigs 
(a peak of 6 units of 1500 to 2000 HP), 
heavy transportation and construction 
equipment. I stopped this practice and 
so every equipment rental contract 
included diesel in their pricing. Initially, 
many equipment contractors protested 
this change, but later on they all 
appreciated this decision as it turned out 
it helped them to contain their own fuel 
cost as well.  

I also found out about many imports of 
office and housing furniture, whereas 
this furniture was available locally. That 
made me mad. Some people were 
playing a game. I fired some people 
at the time for making the imports. 
However, I did it in a private way. Some 
of them asked for extra months to work, 
some asked for extra separation money. 
That was not a problem. I just told them 

to disappear afterward. So there was no 
big public punishment for them. 

Did the people in the company know 
what was happening?

I’m sure that most didn’t know. But I 
wonder did our general manager (GM) 
know?  I got a report from a corrosion 
engineer (CE), an Indonesian. He told 
me several times “Our GM refuses to 
use anti-corrosion chemicals (inhibitors) 
from other companies.” In the tender, 
company A offered the lowest price, 
but our GM always selects a chemical 
from company B. Both A and B were 
well-known international vendors of 
oil field chemicals. We consumed huge 
volumes of anti- corrosion chemical to 
protect our pipelines carrying 1.6 billion 
cubic feet per day of gas.  So you can 
imagine how much the cost was for 
anti-corrosion chemicals. The CE told 
me that Company A’s chemicals were 
cheaper and better in quality. At first, 
I thought that maybe our GM did not 
want to experiment with a new chemical. 
The representative of Company B was 
a well-known gentleman. When I met 
him, he admitted that he had been 
paying salaries to some people on top of 
what they received from Huffco. After I 
heard that, combined with the previous 
information from our CE, I met our GM 
and told him, “I found out about this.  
You know Huffco’s policy.  So, I will give 
you one week to pack up and go.”  I 
told him I will announce his voluntary 
resignation to the organization.

He protested my decision and said he 
wanted to appeal to RMH. I guessed he 
called RMH in Houston, because not 
long after, the GM’s secretary called 
me and said that her boss was packing.  
Sometime later, Paul Scott, came to 
Indonesia.  He was the right-hand man 
of RMH, and one of RMH’s most trusted 
assistants.  I asked him what happened 
with the GM’s appeal.  Paul said, “Oh I 
was in the room when the GM called. 
Roy said to him ‘If John Karamoy fired 
you, (it means) you are fired!’”

The inhibitor from Company B was 
still used until the purchase contract 
ended. In the subsequent tender, the 
product from Company A won, and was 
successfully applied and this led to lot of 
cost savings. 

This is a good reminder to be clean 
and to have integrity. 

Yes. Further, you must apply the “clean 
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rule” consistently - otherwise it is 
demoralizing. When we look around this 
country, we see corruption everywhere. 
Actually the ones that I blame for these 
corruptive practices are the business 
people. When business people want 
to get something, they encourage 
government people (not all) to accept 
bribes. Sometimes they don’t even have 
a business yet, and they pay government 
employees to violate the rules in order to 
cut short the bureaucracy and red tape. 
Before long, the government people 
start to say “Hey, we get something if 
we help these business people.” And it 
quickly grows to become the culture. 

I watch all our big national 
conglomerates, the well-known names.  
I say they paid their way to become 
what they are now. But what can we do 
now? They employ tens of thousands of 
people. Maybe now they are clean, and 
they don’t do it anymore. 

So, in my view, the corrupt culture of 
today grew from business men giving 
“innocent gifts” to civil servants.

What is your outlook for Oil and Gas 
Production?

In the 70’s, Indonesia grew to be a 
strong exporter of oil and natural gas as 
LNG.  

But from the year 2000, production of 
oil and started declining at 5% to 6% per 
year. What happened? Who should we 
blame? 

There are lots of arguments about the 
reasons, for example because those 
fields have been producing for decades. 
However, I think there is much more 
than that.  

I believe that we need to let the 
professionals do their work. Why do 
you want to regulate and control these 
companies? They know a lot better than 
you. They know the area; they know the 
fields. 

Sudirman Said mentioned that operators 
need to obtain and comply with up to 
353 permits.  Approval of these permits 
takes a long time and is costly.  Some 
companies got fed up and left. What to 
do? 

I told the audiences in a group 
discussion some months back that in my 
time, a contractor only had to obtain 8 
rules or permits. 

In the 70s, oil production grew from 
300,000 to more than 1,000,000 barrels 
per day in only six years. How could this 
happen? It was because the government 
stood back and let the professionals do 
their jobs. The rules were few but good, 
and everybody absorbed the rules. 

Today, the purpose of the rules is not 
to control the company, but to extract 
money from the company. 

So, to increase oil production, again I say 
“let the professional do their jobs” with 
minimum constraints. 

Unfortunately, many commentators do 
not really understand about oil and gas 
business, but they talk a lot. This talk 
might be based on their experience 
of their backyard water-well.  Their 
water well continues to produce water 
for many years. So, they think oil wells 
should be like their water wells, and 
expect them to last forever. However, as 
we know, oil wells deplete and new wells 
need to be drilled. New investment is 
always needed for finding new reserves.

Then there is the misconception about 
contracts. When we talk about contracts, 
most Indonesian people probably think 
of a contracted house. When the rental 
contract ends, they just pack and go.

However, in the oil and gas business, 
when a long term working contract 
expires, you can’t just pack and go.  
Somebody has got to continue the 
operation, ideally with no disruption.

So who should do it?  I believe that the 
existing company should.

There appears to be no problem to 
extend the PSC after the first 30 years, 
provided the company pays some 
bonuses and commits to continue to 
explore in the same block.

The problem is to extend the contract 
after 50 years. These are generally the 
big prolific blocks. The investor, who 
is still producing the reserves that it 
discovered and developed, expects to be 
given the right to continue operations 
until they becomes uneconomic, rather 
than have to stop their operations 
because of a legal time limit. 

The lack of certainty over contract 
extension means that the investor will 
halt investment that cannot make money 
before the end of the contract.  So the 
investor will halt exploration investment 

around 8 years before the end of the 
contract and will halt development 
drilling some around 3 years before the 
end of the contract.

So, my view is to let companies continue 
to produce from their existing fields 
beyond the 50-year contract term. This 
is especially true for LNG exporters who 
need long term gas supply contracts 
with foreign buyers that stretch beyond 
the expiration date of the PSC contract. 

But existing operators should not be 
able to explore anymore. Exploration 
should be put to tender, and the existing 
operator can compete against other 
companies. 

In reality, blocks expiring after 50 years 
have been offered in the first instance to 
Pertamina, who can keep 100% or bring 
in partners that may include the previous 
companies.  

Have you ever experienced turning 
over oil block to Pertamina?

In 1983, Stanvac lost an area because of 
contract expiration. I fought for contract 
extension for Stanvac with the head of 
Pertamina at the time, Yudo Sumono. 
My argument was that all these fields 
were 100% run by Indonesians, though 
funding came from New York. Stanvac’s 
philosophy in oil field investment is to 
do what needs to be done, right away 
and now. That requires capital funds, 
readily available at any time. What a 
perfect situation. So, why not let the 
capital continue to come in?

Unfortunately, Pertamina still wanted the 
block.  I told Pertamina that they would 
not be able to continue the production 
operations. They disagreed and argued 
“Oh yes, we can”.

Under Stanvac, we produced the fields 
at 15,000 barrels per day. I do not 
know how much the production had 
dropped after we left, but five years later, 
Pertamina gave up on some fields and 
handed them over to other operators 
including Medco.

Pertamina could not operate effectively 
because they did not know the reservoirs 
well enough to know where to continue 
drilling and workovers. In such old and 
complicated oil fields, it requires people 
who knew the area intimately. Well, 
Stanvac left some technical people for 
Pertamina, but most of them later moved 
to other foreign companies. 
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On top of this, I was told that Pertamina 
did not have sufficient cash to maintain 
production operation.  

So Pertamina must be better prepared to 
take over expiring PSCs.

Do you think that companies have 
given up hope and will not come back 
to Indonesia? 

I’ll put it this way. Companies who 
are already inside will continue on, so 
long as they still enjoy a positive cash 
flow. Anyway, they are stuck with their 
contracts.  However, to bring in a new 
company is a different story. But who 
are the new incoming companies?  All 
the big oil and gas companies from 
the West are already here. The new 
companies that have come in the last 
ten years are the Chinese, the Korean, 
and some small independents from 
Singapore and Indonesia with liquid cash 
but not enough knowledge to effectively 
operate. 

I think many oil companies are waiting 
now to see how the crude oil price 
moves, and for the realization of de-
regulation, incentives and reforms hinted 
about from Jokowi.

I have three points in my argument on 
how to run the upstream oil and gas 
industry. 

My first point is let the professionals 
(the trusted and reliable oil and gas 
companies) do their jobs. 

My second and most important point 
is that the PSC is no longer attractive 
because there are so many rules outside 
of the PSC that makes operating so 
difficult, especially regulations governing 
cost recovery. 

So let’s get rid of the cost recovery 
concept by going back to the original 
PSC.  In the first ten years, PSC’s carried 
a 60–40 barrel split - 60% of the barrels 
go to the government, and 40% of the 
barrels go to the company. As clean 
as that. No additional taxes or levies. 
The company spends all the money for 
exploration, development and operation, 
and it has its 40% of barrels to cover 
costs and profit. This is what they call a 
‘split the gross PSC’. 

My third point is that the government 
should organize and pay for any land 
clearance. I wrote in my letter that oil 
companies should not be allowed to own 
land. So, when we drill, we do not buy 
the land. We only compensate the owner 
of the land for whatever losses he incurs. 
The government should take control and 
pay for all land used along with land and 
building taxes. 

What do you think about the 
continuing low oil prices?

Well, given the continued fall in the 
crude oil price to below $40 per barrel, 
production will continue to decline 
because companies stop investing to 
find new reserves. 

When the oil price rose to over $100 per 
barrel, service company prices followed 
the trend with some lag. 

Now when the oil price has dropped 
by 50 % in only 6 months, service 
companies could not lower their prices 
by a similar amount in such a short time, 
because they have debts to banks who 
loaned them money based on oil at $100 
per barrel.  Banks are threatened by 
increasing Non-Performing Loans (NPL). 
Some banks in US have already filed for 
bankruptcy.

So oil companies slow down their 
activities.  Drilling companies lose 
and oil companies lose. That’s what is 
happening now. 

Mass lay-off of workers is looming and 
reduced oil incomes are threatening 
economic growth. 

Eventually, given the erratic behavior 
of the world crude oil price, service 
companies will have to re-schedule 
their loans and restructure their balance 
sheets in order to live. 

So, what can the government do? 

It can provide financial help to 
Indonesian service companies and 
provide incentives for operators to 
increase their exploration activities in 
search of new reserves.  What are the 
incentives?  The industry cannot tell 
much now, as nobody can know the 
bottom of the oil price and whether the 
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rebound will occur sooner or later. 

Also, we all also know that our 
government needs money to continue 
on with several key economic-push 
projects, i.e. infrastructure, maritime, 
electricity supply, etc.

But Indonesia’s oil production was 
declining even with an oil price of 
US$100. 

Well, the production decline when the 
oil price was high happened because oil 
upstream companies were hindered to 
find new oil through our government 
showing poor judgement and 
enforcing counter-productive rules and 
regulations.

There has been much argument over 
the years about foreign oil companies 
reaping our natural resources for their 
benefit whereas our Constitution in 
Article 33 obliges the use of the natural 
resources for the maximum benefit of 
Indonesians.  Excessive nationalistic 
ego around this Article since 2000 has 
produced many rules and regulation 
(353 permits in total) that have 
discouraged companies to explore.  
Hence, we have not been able to replace 
the oil produced by Indonesia.

Compare this with the past. From 1970 
to 1996, there were times when we 
produced a million barrels a day, we 
discovered one and a half million barrels 
a day.  At the peak, we produced more 
than one million barrels a day, and we 
discovered three million barrels per day. 

Today, we produce 800,000 barrels 
per day, but we only discover 200,000 
barrels per day.  It’s because nobody 
does exploration, nobody looks for new 
resources. 

Do you think exploration will ever 
pick up in Indonesia? 

We have to introduce new a new 
production sharing model that 
simplifies the process for exploration 
and development for the oil and gas 
upstream sector.

One concept is to go back to the 60–40 
split on the barrels (gross production 
split), to escape from our “cost recovery” 
regime.  Then we need to remove all 
counterproductive rules that hamper 
smooth operation at field level.

I think there should be a special 

treatment for Indonesian oil companies 
who accept high-risk tasks such as 
upgrading old fields and old wells.

There is a need for the government to 
send a clear message that Indonesia 
is working on new laws that promote 
foreign direct investment and honor 
international business practices. 

Having said that, I think that all of the oil 
companies in Indonesia are waiting to 
hear the upcoming Presidential Decrees. 
There are speculations about that. The 
association of upstream players has 
submitted its recommendations to the 
Jokowi administration.

If Jokowi does something good now 
for the industry, the increase in oil 
production will only be seen two or three 
years from now.  

What is the message that you want 
to share to the students who will be 
looking for jobs in the oil industry? 
It seems the prospects are not very 
bright.

I made several presentations in ITB and 
this was a typical question. They were 
concerned about their future. I said to 
them not to worry about it. Even if you 
cannot work here, other countries will 
hire you. And there are many countries 
that try to make the best of their 
resources. That is where you’ve got to 
work. I told them not to think only about 
Indonesia, because there will come the 
time when they can choose to work 
anywhere they want. There are many 
Indonesian engineers who are working 
abroad now. I have met many of them.

However, those who work overseas 
are usually the experienced one. How 
about the fresh graduates? What 
advice that you can give for them?

I will tell you a story that hopefully 
can answer your question. My friend 
in Nigeria said they are looking for 
drilling engineers that will be paid 
around $20,000 a month. I passed the 
information to a young man who I know 
is very energetic. He applied, but then he 
withdrew it because of the security issue. 
That is just an example.

But remember that the Middle East, 
Africa, the US and Canada all have big 
fields. They must also need men to 
work there. I believe there are slots for 
Indonesians too. In Indonesia, there are 
still a few projects coming up as well. 

There will always be opportunities. Most 
of the oil companies have a policy to 
over hire, expecting those who they have 
hired will leave the company after several 
years. That’s also the policy that I apply. 
We don’t mind to over hire rather than 
be faced with the fact that nobody stays. 

Oil companies are the biggest recruiters 
of Indonesian young people for technical 
and managerial positions. What will 
happen to the Indonesian employees 
and to this policy of recruitment when 
we tell companies to stop producing 
because somebody else will take over?

What do you like to do in your free 
time?

Well, I own a business as a consultant to 
help Indonesian companies that want to 
become oil companies. 

I have had bad experiences, where some 
of those companies were not serious. 
In my view, there are three types of oil 
companies. 

The first one is “I got married (meaning 
got a block under contract) and now I’m 
getting a divorce (sell the block).” They 
just want a block, and then they will sell 
the company, with no intention to do 
any activity.

The second type is “I get married and 
have a child. But I don’t want to get 
involved in raising the child.” They are 
willing to explore, drill wild cat wells. 
If they make a discovery, they sell the 
block, at a high price, of course.

The third type is those who stay (get 
married and stay together until the end 
of time for them). Unfortunately, those 
who stay are not many. One of them is 
Medco. 

I found out that type one and two are 
the most common in Indonesia. 
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First, could you tell us a bit about 
yourself?

Well, my career is simple. Twenty years 
with GE, after a shorter four years with a 
smaller company. 

I am a bio-industrial engineer, actually, 
not an electrical or mechanical engineer. 
I studied at the Bogor Agriculture 
University, focusing on the bio industrial. 
Upon graduation I worked for two 
or three years with a local company 
manufacturing products like melamine 
and plastics. Then, I felt the need to 
rejuvenate myself.  I needed a real 
challenge. So, I quit my job and took 
an MBA, and then, upon graduation, I 
joined GE. 

I started as a Business Development 
Manager for Corporate. Then, I took 
responsibility to start the industrial 
lighting business in Indonesia. We 
started from zero, built the team, and 
went into the market. Opening a new 
business when the country was in crisis 
was really a good challenge. It was the 
last years of Soeharto’s New Order - the 
Rupiah crashed from 2,500 to 15,000 
to the dollar, and our products were 
all imported. That is what made the 
challenge become sexy. 

We had a good team and tried a lot of 
things to create value for our customers.  
For example, we sold lighting instead 
of selling light bulbs. GE came with the 
design; we installed the lighting and 
monitored it with long term service. This 

allowed the customer 
to just enjoyed the 

light and focus 

Dr. Handry Satriago is the CEO of General Electric (GE)
Indonesia. He received his bachelor’s degree in 1993 from 
the Bogor Agricultural Institute (IPB), majoring in Agro-

Industrial Technology. In 1997, he obtained a dual Master’s Degree
in Management (MM) from IPMI, Jakarta and MBA from Monash
University, Australia. Handry received his Ph.D from the University of 
Indonesia in 2010, with his thesis in the field of Strategic Management.

He is responsible for the development and the growth of GE’s
business in Indonesia.  In his 15 years of working at GE, Handry has
been appointed to various positions of increasing responsibility such
as GE International (Business Development Manager in Indonesia
and Singapore); GE Lighting (General Manager Industrial Lighting for
Indonesia and Brunei); GE Power Systems (Regional Black Belt Quality 
Leader Asia); GE Energy (Sales Director for Indonesia, Philippines, 
Vietnam region) before finally promoted as the CEO of GE Indonesia.

Handry warmly welcome the SPE to GE’s new office in South Jakarta.

on other things.  That was one of the 
approaches that were successful for us.  
We grew from zero to a couple million 
US dollars, which was quite big for a 
lighting business. 

After that, I moved to the role of a Six 
Sigma champion.  Six Sigma is big jargon 
for excellence in process management.  
I became a black belt champion in Six 
Sigma and covered Asia Pacific trying to 
make some improvement throughout 
the region for a lot of commercial 
processes. After a short stint with Shell 
for power covering Indonesia and then 
Southeast Asia, I was back in GE again.

I think that was pretty much my career 
story. The most important thing when 
you are working in a company is whether 
you can still learn or not. I think GE 
is kind of like a galaxy of space for 
learning. That is the number one reason 
why I like this company. Second, every 
day I work with the best people as 
colleagues. We shared the same passion 
when we are working. You cannot build 
that easily. It is not only about what pay 
you get, but also who is your boss, what 
kind of business that you have. Currently, 
GE Indonesia is a billion US Dollar 
company.  Our business focus changes 
over time. Last year, and probably for 
the next couple of years, we will focus 
on power.  Before the oil price crash, 
our focus was on oil and gas.  Before 
that, it was aviation.  Those are three big 
businesses that we do in Indonesia.

That is the beauty of a conglomerate, 
like GE. You will always have 
something that will carry the rest. 
Also, something to be shared with 

young people who have been starting 
up in professional life or who still 
have not chosen where to go, that a 
choice for career is more critical than 
a choice for a partner for life.

Yes, that’s right. 

What would be your advice for the 
students and young professionals for 
choosing a career? 

Number one is they have to realize that 
everything has a trade-off.  You cannot 
satisfy everybody. You have to make 
decision from all of the choices you have. 
You can make mistakes, but you must 
learn from them.  If you are afraid of 
making mistake and you don’t make any 
decision, then things can go on forever 
and you don’t move. So, pick a time to 
make a decision about ‘what do I want 
to do’ as a start and go for it. The worst 
decision is the one you never make.

Number two, you must have the mindset 
of learning, not a mindset of ‘I want to 
have this amount of money, I want to 
have this title’ because at the end of the 
day leadership is not about a name card 
or title; leadership is not about where 
you are in this structure or organization; 
it is all about influence. You got to have 
the ideality and learn to influence. For 
me, learning is the basic for doing a lot 
of activities. 

Number three, you must have ideas. Do 
not become a robot and become a ‘yes 
man’ for all the processes. Think of a 
better way, a wild way.  Discuss it among 
your peers first, and then bring it up to 
your boss. Always strive for an idea. 
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What are the biggest challenges of 
doing business in Indonesia, from GE 
as multinational conglomerate? 

Well, I think this is everybody’s 
knowledge. Everybody is now having 
a similar situation.  Number one is 
execution of projects.  They are always 
late and problematic. The government 
has very good plans, but look how 
poorly they execute them. The difference 
between Indonesia, in particular prior to 
this current administration, and China 
is we have a lot of plans but we never 
know when we will reach the finish line. 
In China, people know when a project 
will be finished. It could be several years, 
or much longer, but people can make a 
realistic plan and deliver. We are living in 
an uncertain world, but, here, it becomes 
an uncertain times too. You need to 
be really flexible and adaptive to be 
successful in Indonesia.

Number two is the bureaucracy. I 
think, however, we are going in the 
right direction. We have people and 
institutions that monitor and evaluate 
the situation. But at the same time, 
because this is a learning process, 
institutions and people in the media and 
so on are sometimes over evaluating and 
over monitoring.  This creates hesitance 
to make decisions on project executions 
in some state-owned enterprises. This 
creates a dilemma. But I prefer to have 
this kind of situation instead of the 
previous one, when a lot of things had 
to be done in a non-compliant manner. 
Probably it will take a couple more years 
to learn, before the system works well. 
We are much more comfortable to deal 
with the government now - both the 
government itself and the state-owned 
enterprises - in term of compliance and 
integrity. It is an improvement. So, that’s 
number two.

Number three is to have a good local 
talent.  Our experience is that our 
management program for interns and 
early career people is okay. But my 
mission is to make local talent not only 
become leaders here, but also globally.  
We had a GE Indonesia 1.0 goal, within 
five years (2010-2015 to triple the size 
of the business and to grow local talent 
to become leaders. Now, we have a 
GE Indonesia 2.0 goal (2016-2020) to 
increase the business size another three 

times and to have more Indonesians 
become regional or global leaders. 
Because in reality, the center gravity of 
the ASEAN business region should be 
Indonesia.  But today, the fact is more 
than 50% of our general leaders are 
basis in Singapore. A lot of multinational 
companies, not only GE, have a similar 
problem.

When we want to promote our 
people into that level, we face tough 
competition and we do not have a lot of 
advantages. For Singaporeans, any job 
will almost always become a regional job 
because their local market is so small.  
On the other hand, in Indonesia, even 
if your business is a billion US dollars, 
you probably still cover just Indonesia. 
Our mission is to change this. We try 
to do something but the local talent 
pool is so small, especially for the upper 
class leadership. We need to have more 
people in the age of 30+ to emerge to 
become global leaders, and we need to 
properly prepare them from when they 
join the company. 

What do you think that you and GE 
can do to improve the quality of the 
pool of local talent? 

At the university level, we give 
scholarships and we have the GE 
garage, which involves a lot of makers, 
startup companies and students. We 
are pretty good at that. My biggest 
question is on the mid-level talent 
careers. We can manage our own talent, 
but what happens in the market is a 
different situation. Here at GE, we have 
some best practices, for example any 
officer that visits Indonesia will make 
themselves available to share knowledge 
and experience with the mid-level 
talents. Secondly, with the state-owned 
enterprises where we have cooperation, 
we always cooperate to develop people. 
In fact, we are making here what we call 
the Indonesia Learning Center. If you 
ever heard the GE Crotonville, which 
is the center for the GE management 
development program, we try to have a 
small version of that here. We train our 
customers and our partners through the 
GE program. I think the capacity now is 
around five hundred people per year.

If this program can continue and getting 
more volume, there is no restriction for 

us to make this to become a canvas, 
which is my dream. If we can have a kind 
of GE Crotonville in Indonesia, probably 
not only funded by GE but also with 
others. I think that would be wonderful. 

So when you said that the pool of 
local talent was so small, you are 
referring more to the opportunity to 
grow rather than the number itself. 

The number is also small. Let’s take 
an example: you want to try to find a 
director for a company, especially in 
the technology industry where we are. 
You will find the same persons. More 
specifically on power for example, there 
are only a handful. Oil and gas is not 
different. It is very difficult to replace 
people like Ahmad Yuniarto and Iwan 
Chandra. I think it’s because in the past 
the local talent was not nurtured well. 
Whether they were having a kind of 
limitation of “this is the level they can 
grow” and above this level is only for the 
outliers.  Often, people build their career 
quite well to one level below director, 
but then they cannot find a good job 
here.  So they move to Singapore, 
Malaysia, and elsewhere, where the 
opportunity to `grow is bigger. We have 
a lot of good people in state-owned 
enterprises, who unfortunately are stuck 
at where they are now.  We need to 
provide a path for them to grow.

Would not it be an idea for 
corporations, like GE, in partnership 
with state-owned enterprises to 
actually sponsor some of these talents 
and take them into corporate job 
outside of Indonesia and provide 
them with experience?

This is the idea that I have. And I’m still 
fighting for this idea not only to GE but 
also to the government. Imagine if we 
have an engineering center in Indonesia. 
Pick one particular industry, oil and gas. 
When the time is good – probably not 
now but like two years ago or when the 
oil price recovers – we need about seven 
thousand engineers per year globally, 
just in oil and gas. We shall be able to 
provide five hundred engineers from 
Indonesia every year, where we put them 
into a technical program for two years in 
Dubai, Nigeria, Russia in many different 
companies. I think an investment for a 
placement like that is not humongous, 
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in some state-owned enterprises. This 
creates a dilemma. But I prefer to have
this kind of situation instead of the
previous one, when a lot of things had 
to be done in a non-compliant manner. 
Probably it will take a couple more years 
to learn, before the system works well. 
We are much more comfortable to deal 
with the government now - both the 
government itself and the state-owned 
enterprises - in term of compliance and 
integrity. It is an improvement. So, that’s
number two.

Number three is to have a good local 
talent.  Our experience is that our 
management program for interns and 
early career people e isis okay. But my 
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times and to have more Indonesians 
become regional or global leaders. 
Because in reality, the center gravity of 
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Indonesia.  But today, the fact is more 
tht an 50% of our general leaders are 
babasis s in Singapore. A lot of multinational 
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When we want to promote our 
people into that level, we face tough
competition and we do not have a lot of 
advantages. For Singaporeans, any job
will almost always become a regional job 
because their local market is so small.  
On the other hand, in Indonesia, even
if your business is a billion US dollars,
you probably still cover just Indonesia. 
OuO r mission is to change this. We try 
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popoolol iis s sos  small, especially for the upper 
class leadership. We need to have more 
people in the age of 30+ to emerge to
become global leaders, and we need to
properly prepare them from when they 
join the company.

What do you think that you and GE
can do to improve the quality of the 
pool of local talent? 

At the university level, we give 
scholarships and we have the GE 
garage, which involves a lot of makers,
startup companies and students. We 
are pretty good at that. My biggest
question is on the mid-level talent 
careers. We can manage our own talent, 
but what happens in the market is a
different situation. Here at GE, we havee 
some best practices, for example anyny 
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us to make this to become a canvas,
which is my dream. If we can have a kind 
of GE Crotonville in Indonesia, probably 
not only funded by GE but also with
others. I think that would be wonderful. 

So when you said that the pool of 
local talent was so small, you are 
referring more to the opportunity to 
grow rather than the number itself. 

The number is also small. Let’s take 
an example: you want to try to find a
director for a company, especially in
the technology industry where we are.
You will find the same persons. More 
specifically on power for example, there 
are only a handful. Oil and gas is not 
different. It is very difficult to replacece 
people like Ahmad Yuniarto and Iwan
Chandra. I think it’s because in the past 
the local talent was not nurtured well.
Whether they were having a kind of 
limitation of “this is the level they can 
grow” and above this level is only for the 
outliers.  Often, people build their career 
quite well to one level below director,
but then they cannot find a good job 
here.  So they move to Singapore,
Malaysia, and elsewhere, where the 
opportunity to `grow is bigger. We have 
a lot of good people in state-owned 
enterprises, who unfortunately are stuck 
at where they are now.  We need to 
provide a path for them to grow.

Would not it be an idea for 
corporations, like GE, in partnership 
with state-owned enterprises to 
actually sponsor some of these talents 
and take them into corporate job 
outside of Indonesia and provide 
ththemem with expeeririenencece??
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probably a couple million US dollars. 
If we group together all of the big 
companies, it’s not difficult; and we 
say to the government “This is our 
contribution to the country. Let’s make 
this.” Five hundred people, we could 
start with half of it first. The curriculum 
can come from all of those big 
companies where they are master of it. 
In the beginning, we’ll probably provide 
the training in the company itself. But 
the government needs to impose and 
appreciate that. 

And then we see another opportunity, 
which I think an idea that we should 
embrace as well. A lot of us, the 
multinational companies, when we talk 
about investment we always direct it 
into making a facility, more specifically, 
a factory. But the problem is, Indonesia 
is not competitive for manufacturing 
facilities compared to Vietnam, 
Malaysia, and even Singapore. 
The cost is probably higher for 
Singapore in terms of labor, but 
when we talk about the raw 
materials, transportation cost, 
and all of these, Indonesia 
comes up as the highest 
cost. This is why we are still 
struggling to find a good 
way to invest physically. 

A year ago, our chairman 
announced the intention 
of GE to invest one billion 
US dollars in Indonesia over 
the next five years. Today, we 
are still struggling, what kind of 
investment. So, what about if we 
invest in people? How much it costs 
to send a Master Graduate to become 
a PhD? Let’s put it at two hundred 
thousand US dollars, or ten million US 
dollars to have fifty PhDs in Indonesia.  
That is the correct investment, I think.  
If multinationals bring this kind of 
investment to the government of 
Indonesia, do we get an incentive or any 
advantage? The government doesn’t 
see it like that, at this moment. But we 
need to do that, because that is really 
an investment instead of a local content 
by doing outsourcing in Indonesia. 
Because outsourcing, for example, 
still purchasing, transporting, raw and 
ready materials not from our side. That 
is not real. How much net profit from 
outsourcing you will get? It’s ridiculous 

that we have to buy raw materials from 
outside, while Indonesia is the biggest 
producer of raw materials. We export 
the material, but then import it back at a 
much higher price.

Companies who make a real investment 
in Indonesia in term of manufacturing 
mostly make customer goods, because 
the local demand is enough. But for 
companies like us, where the local 
demand is not enough, we have to 
export our products. We are facing all 
the disadvantages when exporting high 
content technological products. We have 
a boiler company in Surabaya, a legacy 
from an acquisition last year. One of the 
biggest challenges that we have is that 
the volume is not there. In 

the past, we even 
exported this product to United States. 
It is not different to the thirty five giga 
watt program of power generation.  We 
don’t have a volume because using 
our local content doesn’t give you an 
advantage.

Amidst these disadvantages, how you, 
as the head of multinational company 
in Indonesia, convince the investors 
that investing in Indonesia is still a 
good thing?

Well, five years ago, I said it is the 

wrong perception to think of Indonesia 
as a future market. Because when you 
put Indonesia as a future market, then 
everything will come in the future, right? 
The reality, this is the market that has 
been growing in the last fifteen years: 
more than five percent of our GDP. 
This is a market with two hundred and 
fifty million people. This is a market 
where infrastructure development is 
needed, because the growth of airline 
passengers, rail passengers, and the 
growth of hospital beds is always in 
double digits. Now is the reality, no need 
to wait for the future. About fifty five 
million people in our two hundred and 
fifty million people are in middle class 
now, who drive the economy. They are 
not easily going down to the lower level 
again; they will continue to try to move 
up. The question is whether you want 
to play in this game or not? While other 

countries are having a slow growth 
or still have a lot of problems in 

terms of whether they need the 
infrastructure or not, the current 

administration and their plan 
is much more clear, like the 
thirty five gigawatts and the 
one hundred kilometers of 
toll roads. I say that we have 
to treat Indonesia as the 
‘NOW’ market. 

What does it mean? It 
means if you want to act; 

then, act now. If you believe 
that this is the right strategy 

to grow; then, put it there. If 
you make a mistake; well, you 

make a mistake. I think that was 
what we were trying to do in the last 

five years. We have been growing by 
100+ persons every year, because we 
believe the key to grow here is through 
the people. GE Indonesia currently has 
1500+ employees, versus 300 employees 
minus the GE capital that we sold before, 
back in 2009 and 2010. 

We just have to make a decision; it not 
easy but that’s why I and we (GE) are 
here.  Because if it is an easy market 
- where the people speak perfect 
English, the bureaucracy is lean, and 
everything is smooth - you don’t need 
a lot of business people doing that. But 
because this is a difficult market with 
all of its potential, I think this is the 
time. We have all the blessings from 
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our headquarters, but the challenge 
actually is what kind of investment; 
that not only give the benefit for the 
company, but also to Indonesia. We will 
not grow if the country does not grow, 
or if the customers do not grow. That 
is the biggest challenge for us now. 
Our portfolio is getting bigger and our 
business is also getting tougher. A good 
problem to have. 

What is the GE vision in oil and gas in 
the near to medium term given the 
present circumstances worldwide?

Early this year we had a conference in 
Florence, with about 1000 customers 
joining us. We made a presentation 
about GE strategy; and it started 
with a chart entitled “How Fit Is Your 
Organization With a  $30 Per Barrel Oil 
Price”. It’s a very good question, because 
it could go lower. That question actually 
is explaining ‘how do you build the 
strategy of your company?’ in a more 
uncertain world. Things are changing; 
everything is changing now. Whether the 
industry is picking up or the industry has 
a new balance. In finding new balance, I 
think the key is technology. 

In that conference, everybody was 
talking about two things: first is 
preparing the organization to become 
more flexible, facing the uncertainty, 
and second is about digital. For GE, this 
is a game of digital. We have just been 
developing a new business called GE 

Digital; it’s risky but in life you take risk, 
right? Oil and gas with digital are very 
good fit. We have been implementing a 
lot of it before, but now it becomes more 
dynamic, because the technology that 
people develop gets better and better. 
One of our software is built under the 
platform that is developed by ourselves. 
We believe whatever we have now in the 
Internet world is just a start. This is the 
consumer internet (the e-commerce) that 
you can fly easier, buy easier.  But next 
it will move into the industrial internet 
where machines talk to machines and 
help us make intelligent predictions.

In the consumer Internet, we know 
the platforms for making apps are 
Google Android and Apple iOS, and 
GE now have a platform for industrial 
Internet, called Predix. This platform 
will be open source, so everybody can 
create more and more programs. One 
capability that we have, for example, is 
predictive maintenance for oil and gas, 
as a by-product from collecting all of 
the data. So, data collection is one thing 
and analytics is another one and then 
digital allows us to predict and protect 
things. The power of Predix in our oil 
and gas is ‘the power of 1 percent’. If 
we can improve the efficiency by only 
1 percent in the oil and gas industry, 
there are about ninety billion US dollar 
opportunities that we can create, 
worldwide. 

In the future, the difference between 

products and services will become 
blurred.  Equipment will work better with 
a cheaper maintenance cost. We create 
more efficiency throughout all activities, 
and those things can be done through 
the industrial Internet. We can do 
something like this in the power industry. 
We collect weather data in California that 
creating blackouts, for example due to 
tree falls. We collect the data in which 
particular blacked out area with certain 
likelihood of the trees falling, for the last 
ten years. Then, Predix software will help 
predict the situation for the next few 
years, advising which trees to trim, and 
so it goes preventing the blackouts. We 
are now selling this software to the utility 
companies, because this will create lots 
values and benefit for all of us. This is the 
future.

If you asked me what is GE’s vision 
now in Indonesia? We’ll probably start 
slow having a discussion with specific 
customers who really see efficiency is 
critical for them, and then we will build 
upon that.

We had a limited time for our 
discussion, but during that time, we 
learnt a lot about the Now market, GE 
optimism, and most importantly Pak 
Handry’s business wisdom. He also 
collects his Tweets on leadership in 
two books: #Sharing and #Sharing2, 
available now in the market. SPE 
appreciates the time and the wisdom. 
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Pak Suryadi, you are among the 
successful people in Indonesian 
oil and gas.  Can you please 

share with us about your career? 

My educational background is in 
Geological Engineering. I graduated 
from Gadjah Mada University (UGM) in 
Yogyakarta. During my study at UGM, I 
received a scholarship from Pertamina to 
cover my recent study. After graduated, 
I spent almost 7 years all over Indonesia, 
worked with one company to another, 
where the last one was the Nippon 
Company. My job was a construction 

engineer for a certain time until I 
joined with Pertamina and 

worked on the Cirebon 
Exploration Area for two 
years. Then, I was pulled 
back to the Pertamina head 
office in Jakarta, where I 
was assigned to work in 
the R&D division. 

I found out that people 
usually avoid working in 
R&D, but I like worked 
at that division, since 
I could used it as an 
opportunity to learn 
geology widely from 

Companies 
with limitation 

in funding 
must not take 

the risk by 
themselves, 
especially in 
exploration,
  however, 

they could do 
risk sharing 
with their 

partnership 
companies 
with strong 

funding 
background.

Interview withInterview with

- General Manager of Ramba Energy Ltd. -
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Sabang to Merauke.  At that time, all 
PSCs were under Pertamina, which 
allowed me to get data easily. Therefore, 
I was assigned to Colorado, USA to study 
carbonate reservoir under supervision of 
Dr. Mark W. Longman where the results 
are recorded into a book on South East 
Asia Carbonate Reservoirs.

During my work in the R&D division, 
I also learned about new ventures, 
including negotiation, where Pertamina 
sent me to Oxford in order to learn 
more about negotiation. In the year 
2000, the CPP Block for Caltex was 
expiring. Pertamina appointed me as 
vice chairman of the negotiating team. 
Later, I became chairman of the team 
negotiating with the local government 
of Riau. After the negotiations were 
complete, I was appointed as Operations 
Manager in CPP for 2 years.
 
When I came back to Jakarta, 
Pertamina assigned me to manage 
their TAC partnerships. At that time, 
the performance of TAC was not quite 
satisfying. With some adjustment on 
the working team, TAC performance 
increased dramatically under my 
leadership. 

Then, I moved into Pertamina’s new 
ventures team, where we formulated 
the KSO concept. The first KSO was 
a success, and they assigned me to 
become General Manager of the JOB 
Pertamina-Petrochina East Java in 
Tuban Block in 2007. At the time, the 
production was around 15,000 barrels 
per day. Alhamdulillah, under my 
management the success ratio was 100% 
and production increased into 50,000 
barrels per day. 

After 2 years in the JOB, I moved again 
to Elnusa, a service company under 
Pertamina, where I was offered a 
position as Operational Director.

We heard that you are currently 
managing several business units, as 
well as PSC, KSO and TAC. How do 
you arrange your priorities to run all 
these PSC’s, KSO’s and TAC’s?

A good leader is someone who can 
delegate the tasks to his subordinates. 
It means that I need to find good 
subordinates who I can trust. I explain 
the problems to them, and after they 
understand, I assign them the duties 
and run it for me. If I did it by myself, 
of course there would never be enough 
time to do everything. If we cannot 
delegate the tasks and only want to 
do everything alone, then we are not 

suitable to become a leader, but ideal 
enough to become an employee.

What tips can you share to deal with 
low oil prices?

Right now, I am running both 
exploration and production blocks. 

For the production blocks, I made a lot 
of efficiencies in unproductive sectors; 
I cut all costs that have no relation with 
production. 

For the exploration blocks, we have 
an opportunity.  Since the oil price 
is decreasing, service costs are also 
decreasing as well as the equipment 
prices. So, I use this chance to intensify 
activity in my exploration blocks. 
Currently, we are drilling an exploration 
wells in the KSO Jambi block. When 
other companies are slowing down 
their operational activities, we take this 
opportunity to do exploration instead.

What do you think about the 
companies that are in the verge of 
collapsing today because of falling 
income? 

Yes, I had ever discussed this topic with 
several colleagues and they said we have 
so many PSC companies that are not 
running.

In my opinion, companies with limitation 
in funding must not take the risk by 
themselves, especially in exploration.  
However, they could do risk sharing with 
their partnership companies with strong 
funding background.

How about the conditions of KSO’s at 
the moment?

With the low oil price, it is not profitable 
for many KSO’s to continue producing 
because of their non-shareable oil 
production base line. KSO’s must be 
able to reduce their production cost and 
cut some costs which are not related to 
the production. Otherwise, they need to 
renegotiate with Pertamina. Pertamina 
is flexible in terms of negotiation, thus 
KSO’s can negotiate the problem with 
Pertamina.

I recently interviewed the ex-GM of a 
KSO. He cried out to Pertamina asking 
for flexibility with the base line, but 
with no success. Perhaps Pertamina 
staff are afraid that renegotiation 
might lead to a KPK investigation?

First of all, Pertamina is supposed to be 
flexible, and I know people in Pertamina 

who are very flexible. 

As for the threat of a KPK investigation, 
it is incorrect. A contract is an agreement 
between two sides. If both sides agree, 
then there is no problem at all.  Of 
course, we must keep everything clearly 
written and transparent. 

Can you share your most memorable 
experience?

That would be my experience 
turning around Elnusa, because my 
duty was something totally outside 
my competence. I had to be an 
entrepreneur, far out of my comfort 
zone as a geologist. I learned how to 
be a businessman. I experienced myself 
how hard it is to make money. But the 
most important thing is how I managed 
to handle it, not to easily give up on 
any challenge. Eventually, such duties 
will become a special and memorable 
experience for us. 

People said that you have to be very 
smart in order to be successful. In my 
opinion, I’m not that smart. I am sure 
there are other people who are smarter 
than I am. However, everyone can be 
honest and disciplined. That is my 
message for the readers, especially the 
young ones. 

Many of our readers are students 
or fresh graduates who are worried 
by the state of our oil of and gas 
industry.   What is your message to 
our juniors?

Indonesia has many un-touched basins 
and therefore lots of potential for the 
future. 

People do not understand that geology 
is not a static science, but a dynamic 
science.  We have to learn from dry 
holes drilled by ourselves and others. A 
correct analysis of the reason for failure 
in a nearby area can lead to success in 
our area. 

Variation in oil price is normal, so 
nothing to worry about.  When the oil 
price is low, lets intensify our exploration 
activities to take advantage of lower 
costs. 

I fully support the National Exploration 
Committee. The government must find 
ways to clear technical obstacles to 
activity, such as permits. 

So I believe that the oil and gas industry 
is still prospective in the future.  
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Many times 
to make a 
decision is 
better than 
making no 
decision. 
The right 

answer might 
become more 
apparent and 
that will guide 

you to the 
solution.
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John, thank you for giving time for 
SPE.  To start, please tell us a little 
bit about yourself

I grew up in a small town near Belfast 
in Northern Ireland. I completed school 
there before I went to Heriot-Watt 
University in Edinburgh, Scotland.  I 
didn’t really know what career path 
I wanted to follow when I started 
University.  I therefore selected a 
course that gave me a lot of choice to 
study different subjects. Although my 
main subject was Chemistry, I was able 
to study secondary subjects such as 
Economics, Geology, Metallurgy and 
Fuel Science.  It was through the study 
of these secondary subjects, and also 
through meeting students undertaking 
the MEng course in Petroleum 
Engineering that Heriot-Watt had just 
set up, that I decided that Petroleum 
Engineering not Chemistry was to be my 
chosen career.

What was it like growing up in 
Belfast?  Was it a war zone?

I was living in a small town ten miles 
outside Belfast: a small distance but 
it made a big difference.  I saw no 
bombings or shootings except on 
television. It was a quiet, almost normal 
life except that I did not go to Belfast 
very often. This in turn had a bearing on 
my choice of University, hence Scotland 
not Northern Ireland.

What was it like in university?

They say that school days are the 
happiest days of our lives, well for 
me this was not the case. I tolerated 
school but did enjoy university. We had 
a very tight year group but were very 
competitive among ourselves. I can say 
that I had four very good university 
years. 

What would you recommend for 
students choosing University courses?

For students, I recommend to choose 
a course that can lead to a variety 
of careers, not one that leads to one 
and only one career.  Good courses 
include numerate disciplines such as 
physics, chemistry and engineering. 

Petroleum Engineering is great because 
it covers a broader spectrum than other 
Engineering disciplines.  In one lifetime, 
you might start as a drilling engineer, 
morph into a completions engineer and 
later bloom into a facilities engineer. 

What you brought up is important, 
especially these days as fresh graduates 
find it difficult to find jobs.  So having 
broader qualifications and exposures to 
different subjects will give you a better 
chance to find a job.

Yes.  With the oil and gas industry 
currently depressed, I am sure finding a 
job is hard.  But the industry has been 
through these cycles before and every 
time the demographics get messed 
up.  In a few years’ time, after the 
oil price picks up, there will be lot of 
vacancies for young people, due to the 
vacuum created by the current period 
of “early” retirements and migration of 
unemployed workers to other industries. 
I graduated in 1980 in a good time for 
employment, 1981 was even better, but 
1986 was not a good time. So 5-6 years 
made a big difference as the cycle went 
from “boom to bust”.

After you graduated you went straight 
to work in Iran. What was it like? 

I got lucky. Before graduation from my 
undergraduate degree I had applied 
for the Heriot-Watt Masters course in 
Petroleum Engineering, I was turned 
down and advised to work in the 
industry for a couple of years then apply 
again. After applying for several entry 
level oilfield jobs, and getting turned 
down, I was offered a trainee well-test 
engineer position with a subsidiary of 
Halliburton.  I started work with them in 
Montrose, Scotland, two weeks after I 
graduated.

Normally, trainees needed to work for 
months in the Montrose workshops 
before getting their first experience of 
offshore work. But I happened to meet 
some trainees back from Saudi Arabia on 
a training course who advised me that I 
would get much better experience, and 
pay, in Saudi. I asked the supervisor for 
trainees about a move to Saudi but he 
said that there were no vacancies at that 

time. The very next day he called me in 
and said that overnight a request had 
arrived for a trainee to work in Iran and 
would I go there?  I said yes, consulted 
a map to see where Iran was, and two 
weeks later I was there. Getting off the 
plane at 2:00 in the morning with the 
temperature still in the high 30’s was 
certainly a shock for someone from the 
normally cold and wet UK.

I spent nine months in Ahwaz in the 
south of Iran, and did lots of well testing 
and wireline work, both on and offshore. 
I tested one of the first Pars field wells, 
high H2S gas at high rates and met the 
famous Red Adair when he was called in 
to put out a blow-out on the adjacent 
well. A good lesson on what can go 
wrong in the oil business.

I was happy in Iran and kept very busy, 
working around 28 to 29 days a month 
- no chance to get bored. There was 
not much to do in Ahwaz, especially at 
night!  and this was before the Iranian 
revolution.  The revolution was starting 
to “heat up” and we would be advised 
by our Iranian staff not to go to certain 
parts of Awhaz at night due to the 
possibility of demonstrations and some 
trouble.  

Co-incident with a slow down in 
welltesting, I was due to go to Bahrain 
for a couple of days to get a new Iranian 
visa, but the company decided that this 
to be a visa for Saudi Arabia. So I was 
going there after all! Saudi was very 
different for Iran both in terms of people 
and country.  After three months in 
Saudi, I had completed my initial years’ 
training contract and I decided I wanted 
experience outside the Middle East, so 
returned to the UK. Again I was lucky 
and quickly got a job with the Expro 
Group as a wireline technician. I spent 
nine months working on BP and Shell 
platforms in the Central and Northern 
North Sea, again working some 28 days 
a month – HSE regulations were not 
quite as strict in those days. 

During this time I reactivated by 
application for the Heriot-Watt 
Petroleum Engineering course, and this 
time I was accepted. So I quit Expro 
in the September and went back to 
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university.

Did your work experience make you 
better equipped for the Master’s 
curriculum?

Yes, it better equipped me in two 
ways.  In my intake of some thirty 
students, around half had prior oilfield 
experience, some with national and 
major oil companies, a couple of ex 
Schlumberger engineers, a couple of 
ex-mud-loggers, and myself. The other 
half were newly graduated chemical or 
mechanical engineers who decided to 

switch to Petroleum Engineering.  We 
were exposed to reservoir, production, 
drilling, economics formation evaluation, 
welltesting and geology over the 
12-month course.

The first advantage for the experienced 
students was that there were some 
subjects that we already had some 
knowledge off.  For me, the “familiar” 
courses were drilling, production and 
well testing.  So I could spend my 
energy on new topics like reservoir and 
formation evaluation.

The second advantage was that the 
experienced students had a higher work 
ethic as we were used to working. We 
tended to complete all assignments on 
the day that they were set before going 
home for the night rather than leaving 
them until the weekend or the day 
before they were due to be handed in. 

I graduated with my Masters in 1980 and 
went to work for BP for 11.5 years. 

So you recommend that young 
professionals work for a couple of 
years before going back to university?

Working in the industry gives you a 
knowledge of the various disciplines 
that make up the oilfield. The value of a 
degree such as the Heriot-Watt Masters 
is that it enables you to “convert” 
from other disciplines to Petroleum 
Engineering For example, if you were 
working as an electrical engineer and 
liked what the petroleum engineers were 
doing, normally there is no way to switch 
disciplines within a company.  So you 
have got to consider quitting and joining 
a Masters course to convert. 

Nowadays companies are getting 
smaller and smaller, and they 
don’t have the budget and time 
to train people. So what would 
you recommend for our younger 
professionals in terms of trying to 
enhance their skills and knowledge?

There are always opportunities to learn. 
Professional institutions offer training.  
Distance learning is a cost-efficient 
way to enhance your skills.  Service 
Companies sometimes run knowledge 
days so you want to grab those 
opportunities. 

Nobody should leave university with a 
degree and think “I don’t have to learn 
anything ever again”. In the current 
“internet” age people rarely stay in 
a single job for an entire thirty year 
working life. You may have two or three 
careers in this time, and they may be 
significantly different.  So be prepared 
to continue to continually learn and 
retrain as necessary.  It might be learning 
new computer software such as word 
processing, well test analysis, log analysis 
etc. You really must be prepared to 
adapt, and to identify and seize every 
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opportunity that comes along because 
one thing that matters is good solid 
practical experience.  Maybe you are 
assigned to an old processing plant in 
the middle of Sumatera. You can still 
learn. Model the plant and see if it is 
performing as it should.  Grab anything 
that comes along.

On a different topic; how did you end 
up in Indonesia?

I was working for BP in London in their 
International Formation Evaluation 
Group.  We did well-testing and log-
analysis in support of BP’s international 
operations.  Engineers in the well 
testing function could do both well 
testing and log analysis but people in 
log analysis function could not do well 
testing.  So the well testers were often 
sent overseas to sit on exploration wells 
when there were no suitable BP experts 
in that country.  I spent four years in the 
group, and during this time I worked 
in New Zealand, Spain, China, Norway, 
Denmark and off course Indonesia.  
With each assignment lasting anywhere 
between one week and five months, I 
spent around six months a year working 
outside the UK.  During these four years I 
luckily lived near Heathrow Airport. Many 
times I went to the office in the morning 
and by lunch time I was home again, 
packing to go somewhere. You must be 
prepared to go anywhere when required. 
The old oilfield adage, attributed to 
Schlumberger, of “anywhere, anytime – 
no choice” is not far off the mark. 

I first came to Indonesia in 1985 and 
stayed five weeks, mainly working at 
the Meruap 5 wellsite in Sumatera.  I 
came back for two separate five week 
periods in 1986, working on the Meruap 
6 well, unfortunately, unlike a later 
operator, BP didn’t find the oil. I came 
back to Indonesia again in 1987, this 
time on secondment to Hudbay, when 
an engineer had to leave at short notice 
for medical reasons.  I came for a month 
and ended up staying for five months 
working on the exploration and appraisal 
wells for what became the Selatan Oil 
Field in the Malacca Strait PSC. It was 
during this time that I decided Indonesia 
was a good place to work both in terms 
of climate and range of work activities. 
Indonesia is a lot nicer place to work 
than the Middle East (this is a personal 

opinion – I know there are people who 
think the opposite).

When my time in the International 
Formation Evaluation group came to an 
end, I was transferred to BP’s UK onshore 
operations centre at a ten house village 
called Eakring in the Midlands of the UK. 
Over the next four years BP divided the 
onshore operations into Wytch Farm and 
non-Wytch Farm operations and I ended 
up as Operations Manager for the non-
Wytch Farm operations, including the 
6500 bopd Welton oilfield.

During my time in UK Onshore 
Operations I still returned to Indonesia 
every year, this time on holiday rather 
than for work. During one of these visits I 
met my Indonesian wife. We got married 
in Jakarta and I took her back to UK but 
she didn’t really like the cold there. I had 
always planned that I would work for BP 
for around 10-12 years, so when my four 
years in onshore operations came to an 
end and it was time for a move I decided 
that the move was not to be with BP 
but rather on my own, so we relocated 
to Indonesia and I am still here 23 years 
later.

Some of our readers probably don’t 
know about well testing.  Could you 
enlighten us, in the well testing world 
and what is it about?

I am an “old school” well tester. 
Fortunately, SKKMigas is largely old 
school too.  For us, well testing is all 
about flowing the well to the surface 
and having a real physical measure of 
the oil/gas/water flow rates. Yes, there 
are modern downhole logging tools 
that can conduct “mini-DST’s” and these 
are not to be discounted but they do 
not replicate the conditions that will be 
encountered when a well/field is put 
on production. A Plan of Development 
requires that at least one well in the field 
has been tested by flowing to surface.

The well test engineer needs to plan 
any test programme using a team 
approach, consulting with geologists, 
drillers, reservoir engineers, production 
engineers and facilities engineers.  
Questions to be asked/answered such 
as :
• Do we expect oil or gas?
• Better cased-hole or open hole?  

• What government regulations must 
we meet?  

• Do we need a 30-day flow like in 
a big gas well to ensure sustained 
deliverability?  

• Might we have mercury, H2S or CO2?  
For these we need specialist people 
and equipment.  

A good well test design will yield 
results that directly feed into a POD, 
field economics and SHE. With well 
testing, we have to test for as long as 
economically possible to see as far into 
the reservoir as you can.  But of course, 
good DST flow rates don’t guarantee 
good long term flow rates.  We have all 
seen the well test that flowed very nicely 
for 3 hours, but when put on production 
the well died within days.  Normally, the 
reservoir is too large and the test too 
short to see all the reservoir boundaries 
like faults and pinch-outs, but the test 
must be designed to “see” such features 
that are apparent close to the wellbore.  
Therefore, much uncertainty still remains 
with OGIP or OOIP.  However, to put 
it another way, if you do see all the 
boundaries (reservoir pressure depletion) 
then you have a bigger problem – your 
reservoir is very compartmentalized or 
small.

Is well testing only about DST’s?

No.  A lot of reservoir and reservoir 
fluid properties can be determined 
from wireline testing tools like the MDT.  
These tools can take samples from 
different reservoirs quickly, measuring 
the fluid properties insitu, and are 
normally much cheaper than running 
a DST.  It is not the same as flowing a 
well to surface and producing serious 
volumes to properly determine fluid 
properties. However, there are times 
when environmental considerations 
also preclude the flow of well fluids to 
surface.

Everything has its place.  You can never 
have too much information on the 
wellbore and reservoir when it comes 
to designing completions and planning 
field developments.  Even a non-
commercial discovery today can become 
commercial tomorrow.  How many 
times in Indonesia did companies drill 
for oil, find gas and walk away because 
gas had no value?  Thankfully, today is 
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different with more gas infrastucture and 
increasing demand.

What happened to open-hole DST’s?

Open-hole DST’s are my favorite 
method of well testing, this includes 
both barefoot testing and straddle 
pack testing.  Bare foot testing is still 
widely used, particularily in Indonesian 
carbonate welltests. Here, upon entering 
the target reservoir, the formation is 
drilled for say 20 feet and a barefoot test 
run with the test tools remaining inside 
the previous casing. Annulus pressure 
operated tools can thus be used in this 
type of test and it is applicable for on- 
and offshore wells (although for some 
companies, HSE policies may rule out the 
latter).

The other type of openhole DST, 
the straddle pack test, used to be a 
significant means of evaluating onshore 
exploration wells. It is not suitable for 
offshore wells drilled from a semi-
submersible because the tools are 
operated by mechanical means and 
there is no annulus to enable annulus 
pressure operated tools to be used. 
However, this type of testing is rarely 
used these days even for onshore wells 
because the mechanically operated tools 
are largely no longer available. The mini-
DST run on a wirelogging tool is the 
modern day equivalent.

Nowadays, apart from bare-foot tests, 
open-hole DST’s have disappeared.   
A few years ago I wanted to run an 
openhole DST onshore Sumatera 
and found that the tools did not exist 
anymore. Perhaps service companies are 
steering people into very sophisticated 
downhole pressure multicycle tools or 
mini-DST’s because the old tools don’t 
make enough money?

Can you tell us about the progression 
of well testing technology?

At the end of the day, well tests 
are intended to measure pressures, 
temperatures and flow rates.  So 
developing technology is about 
increasing the accuracy and 
decreasing the cost of obtaining these 
measurements.

Testing started onshore with simple 

single use mechanically-operated tools.  
Then annulus pressure-controlled 
tools were developed to allow bottom-
hole shut-in of offshore wells, where 
previously we only had surface shut-
in. Current generation test tools allow 
for multiple flow and shut-in periods 
without the need to trip the toolstring.

For pressure and temperature 
measurements we had mechanical 
gauges on surface and also run 
downhole, so we could measure closer to 
the reservoir. A typical well test analysis 
consisted of little more than initial and 
final flow/SI pressures. Then along came 
electronic pressure gauges with frequent 
readings at much increased accuracy. 
In turn the well test programmes got 
more and more sophisticated to handle 
the increased amount and accuracy of 
data and this enabled the detection of 
reservoir heterogeneities etc.

As exploration and development moved 
offshore testing became much more 
important, because high drilling costs 
mean a limited number of exploration/
appraisal wells, and DST’s, are available 
to decide upon a field development 
plan – especially how many development 
wells to drill and where to put them. 

When you were in the field, did you 
have much access to the outside 
world?

When I started well testing there was 
little communication from the rig to the 
outside world, apart from the morning 
report and the evening report, often 
transmitted by sideband radio. The 
Company Man may have communicated 
with the Drilling Manager daily but the 
lowly PE did not rate much airtime.  Land 
rigs typically had worse communication 
than offshore rigs. Certainly we had no 
Skype back to the loved ones everyday 
and things like that. You went into 
isolation and that was it. 

Were you less regulated and more 
free to do things?

Yes, but I also had more responsibility.  If 
I went to test a well, for example in New 
Zealand, I had no communication with 
my boss in London.  So I would write the 
programme, go there and execute the 
programme and then come back with 

the results.  If things went wrong, you 
had to fix it yourself.  There was nobody 
to assist you, but then again there was 
nobody looking over your shoulder 
asking you why you are doing this and 
that. It was good if you like to work 
independently and confidently. 

When I tested wells internationally, I 
had 5 to 8 years experience including 
that with service companies.  Today, 
site people are less experienced. I don’t 
think many operators can afford to send 
people with 6+ years’ of experience to 
the well site anymore. So we have less 
experience people at the site, but this is 
balanced by better communications and 
support from experienced people in the 
office.

So you had to make hard decisions 
without being able to consult with 
others?

Yes. I stress the importance of this both 
to my kids and also our engineers and 
even our geologists, using a well test 
as an example.  There are times when 
you look at the well surface pressures 
and flow rates and its not obvious 
what’s happening downhole with the 
well.  You’ve got to make a decision, 
with only a 50:50 chance of getting it 
right.  But by making a decision you may 
learn, for example  you open the choke 
and suddenly you starting producing 
water..... that was the problem, the well 
was loading up. So you have to make 
a decision. Something has to be done.  
Many times to make a decision is better 
than making no decision. The right 
answer might become more apparent 
and that will guide you to the solution. 
You can often rectify if it’s the wrong 
decision.

What was your most memorable well 
testing experience?

One time, I was testing a well in the 
North Sea.  The Operator was certain 
there was mercury and so a specialist 
mercury-testing company setup right 
under the rig floor with this lovely 
complex chemistry glass setup like 
from a mad professor’s lab.  Despite all 
the shuddering and bangs on the rig, 
somehow it didn’t break. 

Tell me about your worst well test 
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/ DST job, when everything went 
wrong.

I could be glib and say that I never 
had such a job and generally it would 
be correct. Minor things do wrong 
and a test programme may have to 
be adapted or curtailed, bad weather 
being a particular cause of the latter. 
I recall one beautiful sunny day (yes 
they do occur occasionally) in the North 
Sea testing a gas condensate well. We 
had just completed the initial short 
flow period and had shut-in for the 
initial build-up when I went to report 
the progress to the Company Man. 
He brought me into the radio room to 
listen to a conversation with the Drilling 
Manager in town, the gist of which was 
that we were to immediately unlatch 
from the sub-sea valve and recover the 
landing string.  We proceeded to the 
rig floor, still a beautiful sunny day, and 
commenced to lay down the surface 
tree and unlatch the landing string. Two 
hours later we had literally just unlatched 
the landing string when the weather hit, 
thereafter the initial PBU scheduled for 1 
½ hours, lasted five days!

Tell me stories on when the well test 
/ DST said the field was great but it 
turned into a dud – or visa versa.

Vice versa is the case. As discussed 
earlier I worked on the Meruap Field for 
BP in 1985/6. A previous operator had 
drilled Meruap 1 to 4 and found some 
oil. BP redrilled Meruap 1 as Meruap 5 
in 1985 and we did manage to get some 
oil to flow to surface on a DST.  After 
shooting more seismic over the field 
we came back the following year to drill 
Meruap 6 as a step out well. I recall we 
got into double figures on testing but 
had no oil to surface or even into the 
test string. BP subsequently gave up 
the PSC and missed the oil that PT Sele 
Raya subsequently produced at rates (I 
believe) up to 4000 bopd.

What was the longest you stayed up 
without sleep?

I recall one two week trip offshore in 
the North Sea when I got to my bed 
twice, that doesn’t mean that I didn’t 
get sleep but it was in a chair in the 
Company Mans office or the logging unit 
(a wonderfully warm place to nap when 

running in the hole for a logging run).

Any other specific stories of interest 
to our readers?

After a 30+ years career in the oil field I 
have lots of stories, unfortunately many 
would not be believed and others are 
not suitable for a “mixed” audience. 

What advice would you give to the 
young professionals that time to 
master the well testing world?

My advice would be to reality-check 
results from a computer. Well test data 
is especially prone to mistakes. You have 
to carefully and slowly look at the raw 
pressures, temperatures and rates and 
sequence of operations and consider 
basic physics to determine whether 
the data matches what we expect from 
the operation.  “Rubbish in” can yield 
physically impossible results and many 
programmes do not have the necessary 
artificial intelligence to correct such 
mistakes.

Do you see a huge pressure drop 
between bottom-hole and surface that 
is not reasonable?  Something is wrong. 
Maybe a string blockage or a gauge 
error?  I recall one time on a gas welltest 

the gas meter indicated the well was 
flowing at 2 MMscfd, but the flame was a 
lot bigger and noisier than 2 MMscfd, we 
had a gas meter problem. 

If you have two or more downhole 
gauges, do they all read the same 
pressures and temperatures?  If one 
gauge is different from the others, try 
to determine is it bad data or is it good 
data from an unexpected well condition.  
Don’t just reject it because maybe it’s 
telling you something.

I have seen engineers choose the wrong 
data points or the wrong straight line 
extrapolation on a PBU, and give me 
a supposed initial reservoir pressure 
that is much higher than that measured 
by MDT. Also I have seen reports of 
reservoir pressures that are unrealistically 
low compared to the initial reservoir 
pressure considering the small volumes 
of fluid that were produced during the 
test.

Another problem with well testing is that 
the tester onsite is often not the same 
guy as doing the analysis.  When I sat in 
London, part of my job was to analysis 
people’s well test reports.  One time, I 
saw the wellhead pressure jumped up 
for 5 minutes and then fell back down 

John Grant and Bambang Istadi
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again, but there was nothing happening 
according to the sequence of operations. 
I scratched my head and wondered 
what happened. After spending a lot of 
unnecessary time and energy, I solved 
the mystery.  A helicopter arrived with 
VIP’s so the well was shut-in for safety 
reasons.  It happened and was real so 
it needed to be in the report but the 
testing company had neglected to 
mention it.

I use computers as much as anybody 
these days, but we all must always step 
back and ask is the answer reasonable? 
This applies to all subsurface analysis.  
Geologists quickly create maps from 
mathematical algorithms, and everyone 
believes them, especially the beautiful 
sweet spots. But how thoroughly did the 
geologist check for mistakes in the input 
data? The software program doesn’t look 
for suspicious data and won’t recognise 
if the results makes no sense.  Just 
because it comes out in the computer, 
it does not mean it is right. Ask if that 
answer is reasonable!

Now on a different subject, what has 
changed over the years? 

Safety has became a dominant factor.  
When I started in the oilfields of the 
world, the ethos was “don’t tell me you 
can’t do that”.  Perhaps this was because 
it was a male-ego dominated business.  
Safety was not the prime consideration 
in operations. These days, the ethos 
is more “is it safe to do that?”  So the 
cow-boy attitude has been replaced 
with more professionalism and a higher 
awareness of safety. 

In any hydrocarbon province the majors 
like to be in at the beginning when there 
are still potentially large fields to find, 
as these “giants” are found the average 
discovery size drops and the majors 
become less interested and move on to 
the next “hot” area. Indonesia is currently 
going through this progression.  The 
bigger companies sell uneconomic (for 
them) and end of life fields to smaller 
companies that are happy to develop 
and produce 500-1000 barrel a day 
fields. This trend has already happened 
onshore and now is moving offshore. 

One thing that hasn’t changed in 30 
years are talks at the IPA and SPE that 
discuss Indonesia’s 64 basins of which 32 
are under-explored.  These 32 basins are 

mostly deepwater and need the Majors 
to fund the hundred million dollar wells 
required.  It’s hard to find Indonesian 
companies that have the financial 
capability to drill such well.  

Onshore, the big future finds are likely 
to be in Papua, like the big discoveries 
across the border in PNG.   But these 
onshore wells are located in remote 
areas and are difficult to drill.  So the 
well costs are almost as expensive as 
offshore wells, and the logistics are 
actually harder.  Given the costs and 
logistics, I don’t think that exploration 
and development activity in these areas 
will increase until the government 
dramatically improves fiscal terms, which 
might be 10-20 years down the road. 

More generally, with the current low 
oil price and the current fiscal terms 
in Indonesia, drilling activity will likely 
remain low, and oil production will 
continue to decline.

So as an investor, what would you like 
to see change?

Fiscal terms are a key to the future of the 
Indonesian oil and gas business. The last 
package of fiscal incentives was issued in 
1993. Additionally the exploration phase 
needs to be freed from the restrictions 
of GR79 and other cost recovery/
procurement regulations. The cost of 
exploration wells to an Operator needs 
to be minimized in order to maximize 
the number of wells drilled, only by 
drilling are discoveries made.

Gas infrastructure. Indonesia needs 
to speed-up building infrastructure 
to move gas from field to customers. 
It’s hard to get the private sector to 
build such infrastructure.  So perhaps 
Indonesia can follow the UK example, 
where gas infrastructure was built 
by the government to deliver North 
Sea gas discovered in the 1960’s to 
peoples’ homes. The gas infrastructure 
was then privatised by Margaret 
Thatcher.  Similarly, in remote areas, LNG 
regasification infrastructure needs to 
built by the government. 

Do you see light at the end of the 
tunnel in Indonesia?

There is always light at the end of the 
tunnel.  Take what I said about the 
current situation of no jobs – I think this 

will swing in the opposite direction as 
people retire and/or move into other 
industries and the oil price recovers.  
Lots of experience will be lost, but there 
will lots of opportunities for younger 
people. 

When the oil price picks up, there will 
be less people to run developments. 
Older rigs will have been cannibalized 
and scrapped.  Rig prices are currently 
coming down but will skyrocket again 
as demand picks up. The collapse 
from $100 to $27 a barrel was an 
over-reaction.  It will return to $100 
some day, but perhaps not soon, and 
companies will return to chase rigs and 
the few experienced people available. 
So if you have money in your pocket, 
now is the time to explore and progress 
development so as to be able to start 
production in 2-3 years time when the oil 
price will likely be back to around $60/
bbl. (The return to the $140/bbl price 
may take some time with the projected 
supply surplus).  

As a sucessful person, progressing 
from a well test engineer to a GM, 
what are your ingredients for success?

I think its up to the individual to decide 
what kind of person they are and what 
they like doing. Some people really like 
technical work. They want to remain 
as technical specialists, moving around 
projects to gain experience. They don’t 
want to become generalists. 
For generalists, Petroleum Engineering 
is a great background because you can 
work in reservoir, economics, drilling, 
production and facilities.  Once you 
have experience in each area, you can 
jump into managing people and fields 
as an Operations Manager, perhaps 
progressing further to General Manager. 
Its about deciding what you really want 
and then to go for it. Keep current on 
technology and take advantage of what 
training and experience comes along. 
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So, how deep is enough for perforation? 
Drilling procedures can create an altered 
zone around the wellbore, which can be 
estimated form some sonic measurements. 
This altered zone can extend up to 5 
inches. The perforation tunnel need to 
penetrate 50% beyond the altered zone. 
Some companies use invasion profiles and 
would perforate beyond the invaded zone. 
Calculation of penetration length should 
use the charge specifications obtained from 
shooting them in stressed rock, rather than 
in concrete. New models (SPE 151846) can 
compute accurate penetration length using 
lab data obtained from shooting in stressed 
rock.

The next goal is to keep the perforations 
clean for which dynamic underbalance 
techniques is the best. Killing the wells after 
perforation should be avoided (SPE 28554). 
Techniques like dropping the guns to sump 
(IPTC 14300, SPE 74351, SPE 28916) or pulling 
them out under pressure (SPE 74422, SPE 
72134, SPE 38183) can be used to avoid 
well killing. If the killing is inevitable then 
specialized kill fluids can be use to minimize 
the damage (SPE 94596). Specialized 
implosion chambers can also be used to 
create a cleaner perforation tunnel (SPE 
144080). If static underbalance technique is 
used then the higher the underbalance the 
cleaner the perforation.

Once the perforation tunnel length and 
cleanup is optimized, the shot density can be 
maximized to enhance production.

The talk was well appreciated by the audience 
and the SPE Java section is thankful to Mr. 
Martin for enlightening us with this topic. 

MODERN 
PERFORATING 
TECHNIQUES: 

KEY TO 
UNLOCKING 
RESERVOIR 
POTENTIAL

SPE Java section hosted the distinguished 
lecture “Modern Perforating Techniques: 
Key to Unlocking Reservoir Potential)” 

on 26th January 2016 in Energi Mega 
Persada Office at Bakrie Tower Jakarta. 
The guest speaker was Andrew Martin, 
Technical Advisor in perforating services at 
Schlumberger. Over thirty participants from 
different companies attended the talk. 

Andrew Martin joined Schlumberger in 1979 
as a field engineer and has been involved 
with wireline field operations, teaching cased-
hole services and technical writing. In 1996 
Mr. Martin moved to Rosharon Texas, where 
Schlumberger develops perforating systems, 
and has since been involved in development 
and research in oilfield perforating 
techniques. He holds an MA in engineering 
science from the University of Oxford.

Being the link between wellbore and reservoir 
rock, perforating is a key part in a well 
completion. Most think of perforating as 
the act of running guns loaded with shaped 
charges into a well on wireline or tubing 
and blasting holes as deep as possible into 
the formation. However, recently evolved 
techniques and models have clearly shown 
that the focus should be on perforating 
for productivity, rather than perforating 
for penetration. The presentation led the 
audience through the research, experiments, 
and models that show how today’s industry 
can maximize reservoir potential with 
perforated completions. 

According to some estimates almost 45 
million shaped charges are shot every year 
in oil industry, but 95% of these are shot in 
sub-optimal conditions resulting in 20-50% 
production potential lost. Karakas and Tariq 
model (SPE 18247) allows the user to examine 
the impact of phase angle, shot density, 
formation damage around the wellbore, 
perforation length and perforation damage. 

Brooks (SPE 38148) simplified the model and 
came up with a formula that we can use to 
prioritize the various perforating parameters. 
The most important one is to obtain clean 
perforations, followed by shot density and 
penetration beyond the formation damage. 

Perforating is a violent process and when 
we create a perforation tunnel, the rock is 
crushed which remains inside the tunnel until 
we start to flow the well. It takes extreme flow 
rates to break through this damage, but in 
an ideal world, we would like to remove all 
the damaged rock to leave a perfectly clean 
perforation tunnel. Traditional methods for 
perforation clean up are surging the well or 
doing a static underbalanced perforation. 
In well surging, chambers at atmospheric 
pressures are opened during or just after 
perforation to create a pressure surge. 
In static underbalance the perforation is 
done in underbalance conditions creating 
a pressure drop after perforation. However 
both these techniques often fail to give the 
desired results. This is because, in the first 
few hundred milliseconds after perforations, 
wellbore pressure transient from the 
perforating gas expanding in wellbore exists 
which hinders the perforation cleanup. 

New perforating techniques such as, the 
dynamic underbalance, fills up the guns in 
such a way that the detonation pressure is 
less than the wellbore pressure which reduces 
the wellbore pressurization and minimizes 
the perforation damage. The techniques was 
discovered more than 10 years ago, however, 
even today very few perforation operations 
are utilizing it. 

Figure 1 shows the Kc/K model (Kc is the 
impaired permeability from perforation 
debris and K is the original permeability) for 
flow through perforation. This model assumes 
impaired flow along the entire length. Flow 
experiments in the lab have shown that this 
model does not represent the reality. A more 
realistic model matching with observations 
and experiments is Lc/L model (Lc is the clean 
tunnel length and L is the total tunnel length) 
which assumes flow through open tunnel but 
no flow through the plugged section.  

Schlumberger-Confidential

Figure 1. Kc/K model and Lc/L models. 
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SPE CornerSPE Corner

have
been laid

off 2 1/2 times in my
15 years in our oil and gas 

industry. Given that so many of 
our SPE members are unfortunately 

going through layoffs right now, I
thought this a good time to share my
story.

To start, you might be wondering
“What does this guy mean by 2-1/2 
lay-offs?  How is that possible? You
are either laid-off or not laid-off.
You cannot be half laid-off”. Let me
explain.....

A few months before I graduated with
a major in Mechanical Engineering,

the oil price was about one third
down a massive slide, just

like in 2014. Of course,
no-one knew where and 
when the bottom would 
be. Operating Companies 

and Service Companies were
still optimistic and so they

continued their annual cycle of 
interviewing for fresh graduates. 
I was fortunate enough to be
offered a field engineering
position with a blue-ribbon
Service Company. Oddly
enough, I got offered a job
despite my forgettable GPA,
because during College
I spent a few days each
month marching around in

uniform, something like 

Guard, and the companythe National G
my background”.liked my “arm

t three months, I set my Over the next
nd graduated. In parallel, final exams an
continued to tank. Just the oil price c
me of graduation, I receivedaround the ti
” letter from the Service a “Dear John”
gretfully saying that due toCompany, reg
g oil price decline, Houston the continuin
a blanket hiring freeze. So had imposed 

.... that’s what half a lay-off there you go.
looks like.

ayoff occurred some six My first real la
 the years later. In

oil price interim, the o
d, had recovered
d me towhich allowed
ay into weasel my wa
Then the industry. T
r major came anothe
pse. I oil price colla
with was working w

mpany out of Darwin in a Service com
Base Manager came back Australia. My 
l meeting of bosses and from regiona
e arrived from the airport the minute he
me. Maybe I should’vecalled to see 
for what was going to had a feeling 

I didn’t. I guess being ahappen, but I
r, I didn’t pay too muchfield enginee
big-picture things like oil attention to b
much more interested in prices. I was m
ools were working. My boss whether my t
considerate. He said in was kind and

m now, I would look backfive years from
m for firing me. What a line!  and thank him
aralytic with shock, I’m sure Were I not pa
t the guy. So there I was, I would’ve hit
ols in the morning, jobless in preparing too
n.the afternoon

Two
and a Half 

Layoffs
If you search Wikipedia you can read 
about the five steps of the grief cycle – 
denial, anger, bargaining, depression and 
acceptance. The cycle was postulated 
for people who lose a close family 
member or friend, but I think it applies 
pretty well for lay-offs too. I passed 
through every step as predicted, which 
was a scary thing in itself because we 
think of ourselves as unique individuals 
not limited to following a formula of 
emotions. At that time, I was single and 
care-free, and so in that respect my 
situation was simple. I went back to my 
home town, and bummed around for a 

few months, driving 
my parents crazy. 
Like all parents, they 
just wanted to see 
me get up and go do 
something.... anything.  
After all, when friends 
ask “what is your son 
up to?”, “nothing” is 

not something parents like to say.

Finally, after months of nothingness, I 
rediscovered motivation and decided 
to do some things I always dreamt 
about. And so I spent the next two years 
backpacking around three continents, 
doing a lot of surfing, and meeting a lot 
of bizarre people doing weird things. 
Things like sleeping on smelly fishy nets 
in the Shetland Islands because the 
Youth Hostel was full. And travelling a 
train from Sweden to Switzerland in the 
middle of the night, pretending to be 
Hare Krishnas with my travel friend. You 
know, strange chanting, so at stations, 
no other train passengers wanted to 

“They taught me humility, 
in that no-one 

is too smart 
or too important 

or too big 
to be laid off.“
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Food for thought – oil is no more volatile than other commodities

enter our cabin, and so we could enjoy a 
decent night’s sleep.

Having ticked off a bunch of items on my 
bucket list, I realized I still had enough 
money to do nothing for another 1 to 
2 years. So enrolled in University, and 
earned a second engineering degree, 
this time in Petroleum Engineering. I 
liked the industry, and wanted to have 
a look at all the different directions my 
career could take from here. Well, that 
was my plan, if you could call it that.

So, I was out of the system for four years.  
Fortunately, when I finished university, 
the oil price was healthy, and companies 
were hiring. The fact I had already four 
years of experience put me at the top of 
many interview lists, although yet again 
my grades were not that hot.

Four years later came my next shock, 
with a different story again. My company 
was swallowed up by one of the super 
majors. Before the deal was signed, the 
super major indicated that we would all 
be brought on board. But, you guessed 
it.  The oil price tumbled again and the 
job offer vanished into thin air. This 

time was more complicated, because 
I was married with a three month old 
baby.  This time, I didn’t have the luxury 
of being a “carefree single” with a bit of 
money stashed away.

But somehow, this second lay-off didn’t 
hit me hard like the first one.  Perhaps 
I had learnt that being laid-off is not 
the end of the world. This time, my 
escape route from my predicament 
came through my contacts. I had 
become active in the SPE some years 
before, and met a bunch of people in 
SPE committees, mostly organizing 
conferences.  I emailed around, not 
asking for a job, but asking for advice.  
Well, like negotiating a maze, the 
conversations went around and around 
with many dead ends, but finally led to a 
job offer.

Looking back through my layoffs 
(though certainly not at the time), I 
now see that they were some of the 
best things to ever happen to me. They 
taught me humility, in that no-one is 
too smart or too important or too big 
to be laid off. They forced me to go in 
unplanned and scary directions.  Most 

important, they taught me that life is 
more than looking at the bank account 
to see if the monthly salary has arrived.

So there you have it. Our industry 
is exciting and rewarding, but the 
downside is a high degree of uncertainty. 
I’m not sure that we can really plan our 
career in the oil and gas industry, but 
we can certainly keep our eyes open, 
looking left and right for opportunities. 
And of course we can all dream and keep 
a bucket list. This will serve us well if 
the wheels fall off and we find ourselves 
jobless.  At least we will have some ideas 
that we can pursue.

As a footnote, I should mention that in 
addition to being laid-off 2 1/2 times, 
I have also had to lay others off. I have 
been on both sides of the fence. So I 
have no patience for bosses who say 
laying off someone was the hardest 
thing I’ve ever had to do.  Rubbish.  
You need to experience the stress of 
suddenly finding yourself jobless with 
family responsibilities. That is infinitely 
harder..... 
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Our ability to 
predict has been 

evolving and 
continues to 

improve. 
With the wealth 

of data we 
now have, this 

dream is on the 
verge of being a 

reality.

REALIZING 
THE BENEFITS 
OF ANALYSIS 

AND 
PREDICTION 

IN THE 
DRILLING 
DOMAIN

Jonathan D Curtis 
CEO Petrolink International, Inc., 

Chairperson SPE DUPTS

Never before in the history of the 
Oil and Gas industry have we 
had as much information as we 

do today.  Pre-drilling models, real-
time data feeds from sensors, active 
intelligent systems and monitoring 
processes.  The constant flow of 
information is intended to help us 
reduce cost, operate more efficiently 
and drill safely to the limits allowed 
by science.  How can we harness the 
power of information and technologies 
and bend it to our advantage?  

How do we leverage this information 
along with the potential of our 
computing capacity? 

Operating an “intelligent” 
automobile

Let’s begin by thinking about an 
analogy most of us can relate to – 
driving a car. Consider a car with basic 
information such as a speedometer, 
an RPM gauge and a few basic 
warning indicators in the event of 
a catastrophic engine problem. We 
would be equipped with everything 
we need to get to our destination. 
However, are there other things we 
would LIKE our car to be able to do to 
help us to be more safe and efficient 
such as:

David C Johnson 
VP, Innovation and Research, 
Petrolink International Inc.
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• Could we have active traffic 
monitoring?

• Could it notify us of points of 
interest along   the way?

• Could it help us drive more 
efficiently to save fuel?

• Could it tell us about the weather?

Prediction as the value of 
information

In our situation above, we quickly 
realize there is more benefit in having 
the car perform basic functions for us 
so we can focus on more important 
things. 

Similarly, we need our engineers to 
concentrate on value-added tasks 
rather than the routine. Just as in our 
analogy, a driver using a simple car 
doesn’t have as many opportunities to 
leverage the power of the computer to 
enhance his or her driving activities. 

In drilling, the monitoring of real-time 
data has become routine. We need to 
use intelligent technologies, software 
and computing power to allow our 
engineers to focus on optimizing 
our drilling opportunities, letting the 
computer systems handle the rote. 
The key parts of improving any drilling 
process are having pre-drill models, 
information about the environment 
and geology, and a forecast that looks 
ahead. 

Our ability to predict has been 
evolving and continues to improve. 

With the wealth of data we now have, 
this dream is on the verge of being a 
reality. We are happy to see that SPE 
has a renewed focus on this with the 
creation of the SPE Drilling Uncertainty 
Prediction Technical Section (DUPTS) 
whose mandate is to focus on drilling 
ahead of the bit. What role can you 
play in the vision of predicting ahead 
of the bit? 

To know more about DUPTS, please 
visit: http://connect.spe.org/dupts/
home

Analytics – the intelligent use of 
information

Calculating the optimum route when 
driving a car requires us to think 
about all possible paths as well as 
traffic, weather and car performance. 
In order to effectively predict, we 
need to follow a similar path. The 
analysis of the combined data in the 
forms of real-time, mathematical 
models, historic data and engineering 
expertise, will provide the route to drill 
effectively and safely in the future. 
This process requires high-quality 
data, highly-efficient access to the 
data, intelligent design to incorporate 
information into the user interfaces, 
and knowledge. This is then driven by 
experience and science in the form of 
formulas and routines.

Analysis of information can take many 
forms. One is visual analysis. When 
we setup displays showing log plots, 

geosteering correlation and real-time 
monitoring consoles, it allows the user 
to see integrated information in ways 
that he or she will (hopefully) be able 
to quickly assimilate. This enables them 
to move on to the important task of 
decision making.

Analytical interpretation is another 
more complex process of analysis. 
It offers the promise of automating 
the routine, clarifying the ambiguous 
and highlighting the obscure. We’ve 
mentioned the desire to predict ahead 
of the bit.  This will only be achieved 
when we couple together the power 
of the technology available to us with 
the knowledge and experience of 
science and then feed it with the data 
and information required to derive the 
answers.  And, when done right, the 
limits are endless. 
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(RCD), with the return flow from the well 
was safely routed through a Micro-Flux 
Control (MFC) System, which is consists of 
dual automatic choke  

system and a precise Coriolis Flow Meter, 
for annulus pressure management. This 
closed drilling system allowed a significant 
increased level of early kick detection 
and bottom-hole pressure control during 
drilling operations. The range of Surface 
Back Pressure (SBP) applied in this area 
varied between 200 – 400 psi while drilling, 
and 400 - 600 psi while pipe connection. 

 
Result

The application of CBHP technique in East 
Java Oilfield area using various range of 
mud weight parameters, ranging from 9.5 
– 10.5 ppg, resolves the wellbore instability 
issue that is commonly experienced when 
penetrating the weak Kujung formation. 
This technique assists the oilfield operator 
to reach target depth efficiently answering 
the wellbore instability challenge. 

the well safely while at the same time to 
have a stable wellbore. 

When conducting drill pipe connection or 
experiencing problem with mud pump, the 
flow through the string must be turned off 
and this action leads to a decrease in BHP 
of which will impact to wellbore instability. 
Thus, it is very important to identify 
the required SBP to hold a Constant 
Bottom Hole Pressure (CBHP) and keep it 
overbalance.

If the required SBP while doing connection 
closes to or exceeds the annulus system 
limitation, the simulation must be 
reiterated with another set of drilling 
parameters until the parameters is 
achieved.

Application

Depends on the well design, the preference 
of oil field companies who operates in 
the Eastern Java installed them prior to 
drilling the 12.25 in. hole section. The main 
component to facilitate this technique 
consists of Rotating Control Device (RCD), 
Micro-Flux Control (MFC) System, and 
Back Pressure Pump (Optional). 

The important concept of this technique 
is the closed loop drilling system during 
the drilling operations. The well was 
capped using a Rotating Control Device 

 

 

Overview

The primary reservoir of East Java 
oil fields are limestone in the period of 
Lower Oligocene. The karst processes in 
the carbonate reservoir results a dominant 
secondary porosity if the formation.

In general, the East Java Basin has 
undergone a complex tectonic history 
affected by relative movements of the 
Indian, Eurasian, and Australian Plates. 
This results to the formation of a series 
trending rift basins. The stratigraphic 
framework of East Java primary reservoir 
is the Kujung and Ngimbang Formation 
which is dominated by the Limestone and 
Claystone.

Other than the loss circulation in the 
carbonate, wellbore instability is the 
common hazard experienced Kujung 
formation which leads to hole packoff if 
the ECD and ESD is not well addressed. 

Constant Bottom Hole Pressure

In modern well design, formation collapse 
gradient often neglected since its 
tendency to be lower than pore pressure 
gradient. However, some field studies in 
East Java promote the collapse gradient to 
be higher than the pore pressure gradient.

Constant Bottom Hole Pressure (CBHP), 
one of Manage Pressure Drilling technique, 
offers a conservative and instant annulus 
pressure control with the adjustment 
of surface back pressure applied to the 
annulus. Instead of shifting the mud 
weight or changing drilling parameters, 
CBHP technique provides adjustment to 
the required equivalent circulating density 
or equivalent static density by choking the 
flow out while drilling and pipe connection, 
instantly. 

Simulation

Basic well and drilling model is required 
for CBHP well hydraulic simulation prior 
to field application. General drilling 
parameters such as mud weight, RPM, 
pump rate, have to be adequate to drill 

MITIGATING FORMATION COLLAPSE PROBLEM 
IN EAST JAVA OIL FIELD 

BY APPLYING CONSTANT BOTTOM HOLE PRESSURE TECHNIQUE
Fikri Irawan, Benny, Andri Mustari, Weatherford
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(Chemical Engineering Research and Competition)
solution for the given topic from the 
committee. 

The next day after smart and conference 
competition, there wes a national 
seminary of CREATION 2015. And for this 
year, the theme was “Pengembangan 
Ilmu Pengetahuan dan Teknologi Tepat 
Guna dalam Bidang Teknik Kimia untuk 
Indonesia yang Lebih Inovatif”. The 
seminar was divided into two sections; 
Grand Seminar and Seminar per Room. 
The event started with Grand Seminar 
with the theme “Leave Conventional, 
Grab the Future with Renewable Energy”. 
After Grand Seminar ended, participants 
were divided into three seminar rooms 
and each room had different topic. First 
room was about Geothermal, second 
Solar Cell and third Renewable Energy. 
It was a successful event and we look 
forward to next year event! 

Creation is a national competition 
of undergraduate student held 
by Himpunan Mahasiswa Teknik 

Kimia (HMTK) Undip in cooperation with 
SPE (Society of Petroleum Engineers) 
Diponegoro University Student Chapter. 
Creation is also well known as LPMTKI 
(Lomba Penelitian Mahasiswa Teknik 
Kimia Indonesia) and originally holds 
every two years. This was the second 
year of the event which SPE Undip SC 
worked together with HMTK, however 
it is the first time for SPE Undip SC to 
hold a competition for undergraduate 
students all around Indonesia within the 
event of Creation itself. The theme of this 
event was “New and Renewable Energy 
Potential in Indonesia”. The event was 
surprisingly attended by 44 delegates 
from Undip, Unibraw, UI, ITB, ITS, and 
UPN.

The event was opened with a speech 
from the President of the SPE SC Undip 
2015, Asyera Barty Putri followed by 
introduction of masters of the ceremony, 
Ignatius Ivan Hartono and Rizkia 
Ramadhina Rosa who guided us to the 
main events. It was followed by total of 
11 teams from Undip (2 teams), Unibraw 
(1 team), UI (2 teams), ITB (1 team), ITS (2 
teams), and UPN (2 teams). The judges 
for smart competition were Mr. Ir. Hadi 

Nugroho, Dipl. Egs., M.T. from Geology 
Engineering Department and Mr. Najib, 
S.T., M.eng from Geology Engineering 
Department Undip. The knock-out 
round for smart competition was 
using compulsory, toss up and bonus 
questions. The final round was using 
full compulsory question. In the final 
round, UI A met ITB and it won by UI A, 
CONGRATULATIONS!

Conference is one of the competitions in 
Creation 2015 where students gather in 
group to discuss given topic and present 
the outcome to others. The theme of 
the conference related to new and 
renewable energy potential in Indonesia. 
It was conducted in LP2MP Widya Puraya 
Undip. The participants were 11 students 
from Undip, UPN, and ITS. The night 
before conference, participants gathered 
and discussed in team to present their 

UNDIP SemarangUNDIP Semarang

CREATION
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THE STORY OF 2015 

2015 has been a very wonderful 
year for SPE UI SC. Within one year, we 
have experienced lots of things that 
eventually give so many impacts for our 
organizations. The impacts that strives 
from what we’ve done for 1 year, are not 
only felt by everyone who involved in 
the development of SPE UI SC, but also 
for our members. Through our series of 
events that are all made whole-heartedly 
and executed very well, we can say that 
our journey in 2015 has gone way better 
beyond what we could expect before. 

At the beginning of 2015, we have had a 
clearly defined purpose for a year ahead 
and strongly willed to stay focus on how 
effective our staffs are in doing their job, 
not just whether or not they followed 
the regular procedure. And also, we put 
a serious concern about the happiness 
or fulfillment of the people who works 
on SPE, because we believe that satisfied 
staffs are more willing to “go the extra 
miles” for the organizations. Therefore, 
we can gather all ideas that come from 
the mind of the team and put them into 
a real action, which we call them “Work 
Programs”

WHAT WE HAVE DONE

All of our work programs are mainly built 
from the generation of ideas that we 
think could be very impactful for both 
inside and outside our organization. 
For example, we conducted our regular 
Guest Lectures that unexpectedly 
happened as one of the most awaited 
events in the entire faculty.  We had our 
members very excited and enthusiast 

A Journey Towards a Better SPE UI SC

since we invited some of the best 
engineers at any specific discipline of 
petroleum industry. We had Mr. Noke 
Fajar from Medco E&P Indonesia, Mr. 
Hafidz Kurniawan from Halliburton, Mr. 
Wahju Wibowo from VICO Indonesia, 
and many more. By engaging a lot of 
professionals, such as Schlumberger, 
SKK Migas, Chevron Pacific Indonesia, 
Conoco Phillips, and Exxon Mobil, the 
participation of this event is always 
going up until we reach hundreds of 
members who joined the event. 

Another program that makes SPE UI SC 
strives to be the best in being a well-
run petroleum student organization is 
PETROFEST 2015. PETROFEST, which 
stands for Petroleum Festival, is a series 
of event and competition held by SPE 
Java Section. In 2015, University of 
Indonesia and Trisakti University are 
chosen as the host of PETROFEST 2015. 

PETROFEST 2015 was held in Faculty of 
Engineering, University of Indonesia, on 
14th November 2015. This event consists 
of 3 competitions, 1 seminar, and ended 
with a gala dinner. The participants 
came from all SPE Student Chapters 
under SPE Java, Such as ITS, Unpad, ITB, 
Trisakti, UGM, UI, and UPN.  This event 
aims to help expansion in providing 
education about the world’s energy 
sources, increase the competence of 
students in order to prepare the next 
generation of petroleum engineers, 
and also to maintain a good relation 
among SPE Student Chapters and the 
java section. The entire events were 
started in the morning of November 
14th, and began with the seminar that 
was followed by the competitions. This 
year, PETROFEST 2015 held its very first 
Plan of Development Competition. This 
competition got all the participants 
very excited, as it can be seen from 

President (Ivander Christian, right) and Vice President (Raudina, left) of SPE UI SC 2016

BE COMMITTED 
TOGETHER

UI DepokUI Depok
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what they had presented to the judges. 
That kind of competition was giving 
PETROFEST a very fun, enjoyable, and yet 
still very competitive ambience. Overall, 
PETROFEST 2015 was running very well, 
even there were still troubles while 
preparing and executing this event.

A NEW BEGINNING

In 2015, SPE UI SC brought 3 moral 
values that were used to be the 
orientation for all officers to work 
during 1-year stewardship. Those are 
Professional, Excellence, and Familial. 
Those values were successfully used and 
impact the way we did our job last year. 
As we are now heading to the 
inauguration for the 2016’s stewardship, 
we have the new moral values this year. 

PETROFEST 2015 - Seminar about  developing unconventional energy resource

PETROFEST 2015 - The winner of  smart competition; University of Indonesia

Those are Integration, Competence, and 
Familial.

We all believe that competence is one 
factor that impacts the most of our 
organizational development. Hence, 
this year, we will give more concern 
to increase the competence of our 
members, both technical and non-
technical in oil and gas sector. We will 
also encourage our members to join 
oil-and-gas-related events and increase 
our achievements in national and 
international opportunities. 

Besides Competence, we have 
Integration to go within our steps. We 
believe that having a good integration 
to the inside and outside of our 
organization is very important if we 

are willing to make a bigger and more 
serious organization. This year, we will 
integrate more with other organizations 
and expand network to professionals in 
petroleum industry. We will also conduct 
community involvements to increase 
members’ awareness about social 
responsibility.

At last, we have Loyalty. This value is 
one of the most important things that 
we should have in order to be a well-run 
organization. By increasing the loyalty 
of the members, staffs, and boards, this 
organization could go much further and 
chase our goals.  

Muhammad Zaki Zahirsyah 
(Deputy of Journalism)
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played by the members. Night was 
spent with enjoyable BBQ time grilling 
marshmallow and steak and karaoke.

We started off early the next day since 
we were also leaving that afternoon. Our 
President, Saviq Rasyid also thanked 
all the board and members whose 
hardwork to make SPE ITB SC as one of 
best SCs paid off. As the day drew to a 
close, we went paintballing in Cikole War 
Simulation 235 before going home.

IPWeek2016

Integrated Petroleum Week 2016 
(IPWeek2016) is an international 
petroleum event in a week which 
allows many systems exist in students, 
universities or institutions, and 
companies integrated together to 
connect. “Integrating the Connections” 
will be the breakthrough theme of 
IPWeek2016 this year to answer the 
needs of being connected as well 
as responding to the abundances of 
industries and students’ questions.

SPE ITB SC provides a platform for 
students majoring in field of studies 
related to petroleum industry. As 

one of the largest SPE SCs in Indonesia, 
SPE ITB SC works on a variety of projects 
and agendas that focus on tackling 
challenges and utilizing opportunities we 
face as petroleum students. Winding the 
year up, here are what SPE ITB SC has 
accomplished in the previous term.

SPE Energy Campaign

The use of natural gas to run home 
appliances such as stoves might not be 
quite familiar yet in Indonesia, as people 
still prefer using elpiji. However, natural 
gas is actually a very potential alternative 
as it is abundantly available and 
relatively cheaper than LPG, even though 
in Indonesia LPG is still considered 
cheap due to it being subsidized by the 
government.

SPE Energy Campaign was held to give 
information to the society regarding oil 
and gas industry. In addition to the initial 
purpose, the event that took place along 
Ir. H. Djuanda St. (Dago) during Car Free 
Day on Sunday, December 20th  2015 
also aimed to encourage people to use 
natural gas as their household energy 
resources instead of the mainstream 
use of LPG or elpiji. Particular audiences 
addressed in this campaign ranging 
from teenagers to adults. Some of them 
who were willing would be featured in 
a campaign video so that more people 
out there will know about the prospect 
of natural gas being our future energy 
as well.

SPE Camp

SPE Camp was an internal gathering 
organized by SPE ITB SC in January 2016 
for its members to allow them to interact 
and get to know others better. It was 
held for two days in Ciater Highland 
Resort. As if exhaustion could not stop 
anyone, the first day started off with 
games which were enthusiastically 

Petrolida

SPE Energy Campaign

2015 OUTSTANDING
STUDENT CHAPTER

ITB BandungITB Bandung
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We made a song out of the alphabets 
and instead of monotonically teaching 
adjectives, we alternated by giving a 
quiz and having one of the students 
make certain facial expressions based 
on adjectives in question. Prizes would 
be rewarded to those who were able to 
guess correctly.

SPE ITB SC also plays important role to 
provide trainings and help in registration 
process before ITB teams compete in 
petroleum-related competitions. As 
cliche as it sounds, hard work never 
betrays and has been proven in well-
earned victory ITB students managed 
to secure last year, for example at 
PETROLIDA 2015. Categories competed 

Participants, juries, keynote speakers, 
and even sponsors will be exposed 
tremendously in massive sequential 
events which are Poster and Photo 
Competition, Energy and Exhibition, 
Professional, and Career Seminar 
(IEPCS), Energy Conference (IEC), Smart 
Competition (ISC), Oil Rig Design 
Competition (IORDC), Paper Competition 
(IPC), Mud Competition (IMC), and 
Matahari Indonesia.

As we move forward, we are committed 
to extend the success of the last three 
consecutive years of IPW from 2013 
to 2015. IPWeek2016 have towering 
intention be an 

incubator for powerful intellectual 
ideas that have real world applications 
and to modernize and expand student 
connections.

Competitions and SPE for Education

Not only it is a platform for students 
who share the same passion for anything 
related to petroleum, SPE ITB SC is also 
an agent to spread any information 
regarding oil and gas industry. One 
of its programs that align with the 
aforementioned responsibility is SPE 
for Education. An agenda of SPE for 
Education specifically targeted at high 
school students is SPE High School 
Sharing. Several high schools in Bandung 
will be visited. Presentation and sharing 
session will be carried out during the 
visit.  SPE High School sharing has been 
planned  to  be  conducted  three  times,  
in  which  two  of  them  have  been  
conducted  in September 2015 and 
November 2015. The upcoming visit has 
been planned to be conducted in January 
2016.

Another education-themed program 
from SPE ITB SC is SPE Teach English. 
Just like the name, SPE ITB SC together 
with Riksa Foundation aim to help 
Elementary and Junior High students to 
improve their English. It is planned to be 
conducted for 4 times and one has been 
done on September 16th 2015.

For elementary students, we taught 
alphabets and how to pronounce them 
correctly. Meanwhile for junior high 
school students, we taught them basic 
English materials such as expressing 
greetings  and  gratitude  and  adjectives  
game.  We  deliberately chose different 
delivery methods and approach to 
prevent students from getting bored. 

were Paper Presentation, Smartcomp, 
and Study Case.

In paper competition, Ricko Rizkiaputra’s 
paper  entitled “Purified Glycerin from 
Crude Palm Oil as Innovatives Drilling 
Fluid to Improve Lubrication and 
Carrying Capacity of Extended Reach 
Drilling Well” which has been critical 
answers to one of the biggest problem 
oil and gas industry, crowned as the 
first runner up in Paper Presentation 
category. Aris Wakhyudin secured 2nd 
Runner Up position, in spite of some 
technical difficulties, with his idea of 
method to optimize production of 
undersaturated heavy oil reservoir.

IPWeek2016-Oil Rig Design Comp

IPWeek2016-Matahari Indonesia
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Oscar, Fariz, Kamal and Fadel, Cynthia, 
Adam grabbed their first and runner up 
title respectively after sealing the deal in 
the last few seconds in a tough match 
against UPN in Smart Competition. 
Achmad Zulkifar, Wilson Santana, and 
Alris Alfarisi took their prize home too in 
Study Case Competition after securing 
runner up spot as they managed to 
present their innovative solution to 
recent industry problem.

Company Visits

Company visits are designed to give 
students a first-hand insight into a 
company and the work environment. To 
assure further career guidance, SPE ITB 
SC has organized some company  visits  
last  year.  During  those  visits,  students  
received  direct  exposure  to  the 
company through the company overview 
presentation and videos, special 
opportunities to meet professionals in 
the business, and of course student/
employee interaction which helps in 
networking and career planning.

Companies visited last term were 
Schlumberger, Conoco Phillips, and PGN 
Saka. Those visits consisted multiple 
sessions aimed to educate students, 
especially SPE members, about the oil 
and gas industry seen not only from 
the engineering and technical aspects, 
but also legal aspects. Sometimes the 
information we got is not something we 
normally get on daily basis in classes. We 
also gained the bigger picture of the oil 
and gas industry dynamics in Indonesia 
before we are going to be directly 
involved in the industry professionally.

Workshops, Guest Lectures, 
and Sharing Session

SPE ITB SC conducted 
numerous workshops 
and guest lectures last 
term so that members 
of SPE ITB SC and 
students of Petroleum 
Engineering can benefit 
from the knowledge  
and  information  they  are  
going  to  acquire  from  these  
workshops  and  guest lectures. 
Not only did it invite awesome guests 
to be keynote speakers, SPE ITB SC also 
collaborated with HMTM “PATRA” ITB 
and IATMI SM ITB multiple times to 
organize workshops and guest lectures 
as collaborative work between those 
three organizations proves to be more 
efficient rather than working on our own.

Workshops and guest lectures held by us 
covered a broad range of topics relating 
to petroleum engineering, issues in the 
industry, insight of jobs as petroleum 
engineer, sharing from alumni, even 
tips and tricks to boost chances of 
winning competitions. There were also 
workshops about competitions and 
paper trainings organized by SPE ITB 
SC in the previous term. This perfectly 
shows how SPE ITB SC strives to 
provide a valueable contribution to the 
empowerment of students to unleash 
their potential.

One of requirements of Petroleum 
Engineering of ITB for its students to 
undertake practical work in oil and 
gas companies in their 3rd or 4th year 
sometimes becomes a problem due to 
the work opportunities being relatively 
hard to find. Thus, SPE ITB SC along with 

Company Visit-SLB

HMTM “PATRA” ITB and IATMI SM ITB 
presented On The Job Sharing which 
invited some of 4th year students (batch 
2012) to share their experience before, 
during, and after the practical work.

Delving more into the technical aspect 
of petroleum engineering, topics of 
guest lectures  varied  from  operational  
excellence  in  oil  and  gas  industry,  
production  surface facilities system, 
floating LNG facilities, wireline logging 
technology, geothermal, coal seam gas, 
and many more. Even though petroleum 
engineering is all about the calculation 
and systems needed to run smoothly, 
economics also factors in the success of 
the industry in general. Irregular rising 
and falling patterns of this industry 
might make one consider preparing 
another strategy if ever he feels insecure 
about his job. For that reason, a 
petroleum engineer should be equipped 
with finance knowledge and alternative 
plan that will help him thrive under 
difficult circumstances in his career. 

ures, 

re  
these  
ctures.
some guests 
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Good working 
relationships 
are often 

necessary to develop professional 
circle and give us several benefits to be 
more innovative and creative especially 
between SPE Student Chapters. “Because 
the strong bond matters the most” 
with the benchmarking event, we 
may build a strong relationship with 
other student chapters in the future. 
This benchmarking program provides 
students from different universities to 
interact, discuss, and maintain good 
relations.

In the early of our period, SPE 
Trisakti SC held a benchmarking 
program with SPE Bandung 
Institute of Technology (ITB) 
SC and SPE Padjadjaran 
University (UNPAD) SC. The 
program was including a 
discussion and bonding 
session between the 
board members of each 
student chapter. We 
believe that the most 

important experience we’ve got 
is not about the competition between 
the other student, but to bridge a close 
friendship between students from other 
universities who have the same interest 
in petroleum.

SPE Bandung Institute of Technology 
(ITB) SC

On February 6th, 2016, the 
benchmarking event was held in Cabe 
Rawit Café, Bandung. The event was 
opened with a friendly welcome by SPE 
ITB SC. Introduction about each student 
chapter and also we shared about our 
experiences, this sharing session was 

very enticing. We spent around two 
hours to bond and discuss focusing 
on each division. By the end of the 
time, we took some photos in order to 
remember the good experience between 
both student chapters. SPE Trisakti SC 
believes with persistence, hard work, and 
support will be able to achieve the title 
of “Outstanding Student Chapter 2016”. 
Godspeed team!

SPE Padjadjaran University 
(UNPAD) SC

On the same day, besides having a 
benchmarking with SPE ITB SC, we also 
had a benchmarking with SPE UNPAD 
SC. Even though there was a little traffic 
jam, we still enjoyed the view all the way 
to UNPAD, Jatinangor. The rundown 
was slightly the same. We also discussed 
and shared about our experiences. Time 
flied so fast, and it’s the time to go back 
to our villa. We had fun and hoping the 
good networking between not only SPE 
UNPAD SC but also SPE ITB SC would 
grow even tighter because teamwork 
makes the dream works. 

Trisakti JakartaTrisakti Jakarta

BENCHMARKING WITH 
ITB SC & UNPAD SC
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concluded exactly what SPE TRISAKTI 
SC would do for the whole period that’s 
why without further ado, all of the 
board members proceeded to their own 
project presentation. Each of the project 
managers had to present the details of 
their upcoming events and then all of the 
board members would give suggestion 
for a better purpose of course. Imagine 
how long it took to make everything’s 
settled in one night. No dawn no fun was 
perfect to describe SPE TRISAKTI SC’s first 
annual meeting. 

Day two, continuing the to be continued 
meeting. The whole projects for one 
period couldn’t be done presenting in 
one night. Forcing the sleepiness and 
the fatigue of all the board members 
to concentrate was like drilling without 
the drill bit which was pointless and 
ineffective at the same time. Therefore, 
there’s part two for SPE TRISAKTI SC’s 
first annual meeting. Done with some of 
presented events, we moved on to those 
who hadn’t presented theirs. Day two 
didn’t take time as long as day one would 
take because everyone had already taken 
proper rest. Before the meeting started, 
we were all singing together to make us 
more relaxed and everything became 
so much easier because of it. Finally, 
the 19 events of SPE TRISAKTI SC were 
eminently discussed and that’s a wrap, 
ladies and gentlemen! For the following 
day, we packed our things up and left 
with profound conclusion to do in a 
year’s period, absolutely ready to work 
and make a change! 

Every end is a new beginning- 
sounds so familiar, doesn’t it? 2016 
has come and also the new board 

members with new vision on their hands. 
Pursuing the achievement to be better 
than before will not be easy when you 
don’t have strong fundamental as one 
team. Why? Because SPE TRISAKTI SC 
doesn’t work with only one person. There 
should be more than one person to keep 
SPE TRISAKTI SC moving forward and 
that is positively the job of each board 
members. As the old board members are 
gone, there are the new board members 
who have been welcomed vigorously 
to join the family. Then everything’s 
settled, Bandung 
was chosen to 
witness the bonding 
process of the new 
board members for 
this new period. 
February 5th to 7th, 
2016 those three 
days were enough 
to concentrate our 
minds and hearts to 
finish what should be 
finished for another 
period of SPE 
TRISAKTI SC.

Day one, arriving 
at the villa. All of 
the board members 
were divided into 

several teams to go because one car 
wouldn’t be enough to take all at once. 
This was one of the reasons why the first 
annual meeting had to be postponed 
until everyone came up. When everyone 
had showed up and ready to do the 
brainstorming, we decided our tagline 
of a year should be discussed first. 
A lot of inspirative ideas popped up 
and everyone was being unexpectedly 
excited to offer their own made tagline. 
After a few hours we struggled, the 
decision had been made. The new period 
of SPE TRISAKTI SC’s tagline would be 
Empowering Youth, Bridging Gaps, 
Conquering the Inevitable. Those three 

FIRST ANNUAL MEETING
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On Saturday, February 20th 2016, 
SPE TRISAKTI proudly held 
Screening Test to choose 5 

delegates that will compete in Petrobowl 
Regional Qualifier 2016 in Kuala Lumpur, 
Malaysia as we all know on March 25th 
2016 during the Offshore Technology 
Conference Asia (OTC Asia). What 
interesting about this screening test 
is that this is the first online screening 
section ever held by SPE Trisakti SC 
coordinated with Competition and 
Delegation Division of SPE Trisakti SC. 

The enthusiasm of Trisakti students was 
so high! They competed with each other 

On January 20th, 2016, SPE Trisakti 
was held a Screening Test for 
Trisakti University student, and 

this Screening was aimed to search some 
new delegates from Trisakti University, 
especially for Smart Competition and 
Oil Rig Design Competition to compete 
in this year’s events from all the SPE 
SC in Indonesia or even abroad. Why? 
Because we all know a lot of events are 
held every year from each SPE Student 
Chapter and so we have to regenerate 
new competitors to compete for the 
sake of Trisakti University. Those were 40 

participants who attended the Screening 
and it started at 9 a.m., where 10 of 
them were Oil Rig Design Competition 
participants, and the others were Smart 
Competition participants. The event was 
opened by Speech from President of SPE 
Trisakti SC, Yananta Bona, then followed 
by presentation by Prissillia Oktavia as 
Head of Competition and Delegation 
Division, and continued by explanation 
of Oil Rig Design Competition by Zenga 
Harsya and Smart Competition by Putri 
Ayu Desyta. Oil Rig Design Screening 
test was done by collecting Blueprint and 

Essay about innovation of Oil Rig, where 
top 5 of the Participants will be coached 
for the next Oil Rig Design Competition. 
On the other side, Smart Competition 
Screening test was conducted for 
45 minutes to do 60 questions. The 
screening ran smoothly and serious. The 
result of the Screening was announced 
in February and those participants who 
are selected, have been registered to 
participate in several competitions. All 
of us are hoping to do our best in every 
part of our lives and moving forward. 

to get the highest score and tried to be 
the best to get themselves chosen to 
represent Trisakti University in Petrobowl 
Regional Qualifier. The screening test 
started sharply at 1 pm and participants 
had to answer total 60 questions in 30 
minutes. When they hadn’t finished yet 
answering the question in the time given 
which was 30 minutes, the questions 
would automatically shut down. So, 
there’s absolutely no way cheeting in this 
online screening. After the correcting 
time and calculation, the name of 
5 students with the highest score 
announced and published through SPE 
Trisakti social media. 

SCREENING TEST

ONLINE SCREENING
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The 2014/2015 Board turned to be 
a really good period for SPE UPN 
student chapter. It was proven 

that we can increase the abilities and 
capabilities of our Board and also its 
members. To keep this level, this period 
was closed by new President’s election. 
A nation’s greatness depends on its 
leader, likewise this applies to SPE UPN 
“Veteran” Yogyakarta SC also. This 
election’s purpose was to select the best 
candidate to be our new President with 
commitment, confidence in leading, 
inspiring, and of course with great 
attitude. These characteristics have 
been shown by our current President, 
Mr. Anugerah Fadhlan Kasyifi. The 
purpose was no other than to improve all 
achievement we had before and become 
the student chapter with highest quality.

The process of election was divided by 
internal debate on 20th November 2015 
and external debate on 22nd November 
2015, the election held after all candidate 
had fit and proper test with senior Board 
members. The candidates came from 

our best students; first candidate are 
Mr. Lervino Fridela as President and I 
Made Dalam Saputra Jagadita as Vice 
President and second candidates are Mr. 
Gentur Wikan Wijayanto as President 
and Mr. Ferdinandus Klea Latuan as Vice 
President. 

Both in Internal or External debate, they 
managed to present their awesome 
visions and missions very well. The 
process was closed by Election, both of 
senior and junior board members, they 
have the right to choose their future 
leader. Even both 
of candidates have 
their own strength 
and show promising 
result in future, yet 
to achieve optimum 
result there is only 
one leader. The 
Election was held on 
23th of November 
2015. For final result, 
Congratulations for 
the first candidate 

Mr. Lervino Fridela and Mr. I Made 
Dalam Saputra Jagadita who won the 
election.  

We do hope our Student Chapter will 
always be better for years to come, we 
will always try to serve our members 
profesionally for the best. So let’s built a 
great team work, set the positive spirit, 
work well together towards a common 
vision and goal, and to reach our goal 
for Outstanding Award!

TOWARDS EXCELLENCE! 

UPN YogyakartaUPN Yogyakarta

2015-2016 PRESIDENT ELECTION
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Mr. Lervino 
Fridela 
President 

Mr. Ferdinandus 
Klea Latuan 
Minister of HRD 

Ms. Juaifi Mukhta 
Ressami 

Minister of PR 

Mr. Muhammad 
Irvandi 

Minister of Event 

Mr. Benny Ariandy 
Saputra 

Ministerof Library 

Ms. Pipit Irfani 
Amorokhman 

Secretary  

Ms. Erma Nur 
Prastya y

Treasurer 

Mr. I Made Dalam 
Saputra Jagadita p g

Vice President 

December 13th 2015

SPE UPN “Veteran” SC 
inaugurated the chapter’s Board 
members for the current Period (2015) 
with an annual event and tradition, also 
with that event officialy marked the 
end of the current President led by Mr. 
Anugrah Fadhlan to the new President 
who is now officially led by Mr. Lervino 
Fridela.

As the current period of SPE Board 2015, 
We worked with SPE from the very first 
event SPE UPN Leadership Training, 
SPE Educational Festival (SPEED-FEST) 
2015 as our main event, until the last 
event that we conducted, Election and 
Open Recruitment. So now we give 
the trustworthy to the new selected 
President and his new extraordinary 
team. With their annual plan of program 
for one year ahead.

Here we have another history and victory 
that we will create with SPE, with the 
new spirit, we proudly introduce the 
new officers who are trusted to hold and 
execute the mendate:

Time flies so fast, it’s been just a year 
ago, we started to work with the team, 
almost every day we gave all of our 
effort and idea for SPE UPN SC with the 
ups and downs, joys and tears yet we 
don’t realize this is the end of our period. 
Yes, this year’s stewardship really is over 
but SPE UPN will never stop to be better. 

We will always give our best effort 
because “We Destined for Greatness” 
and the new period is about to come, a 
huge task already placed in front of our 
eyes so SPE UPN SC was definitely be 
bigger and better.

TOWARDS EXCELLENCE ! 

INAUGURATION CEREMONIAL
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Management and Teamwork Skills
Problem Solving and Decision Making
PSC Accounting and Taxation
Plant Piping and Pipeline Systems
SCM in Oil and Gas Industry
AFE Budget Preparation Skills of Oil and Gas Project
Petroleum Economics, Risk and Fiscal Analysis
Production Safety Systems
Modern Maintenance Management
Effective Leadership Skills
Gas Handling, Conditioning and Processing Facilities
Oil and Gas Contract Management
Pumps and Compressors Systems
Equipment Failure Analysis
Mastering Project Management
Developing Your Potential For Success
Preventive and Predictive Maintenance
Planning, Organizing & Control Projects with

  New EVM Tracking
Effective Communication and Interpersonal Skills
Surface Production Facilities
Sand Control Technology
Integrated Maintenance Management

Integrated Reservoir Modeling
Risk Management in Surface Production Facilities
Effective Negotiation Skills
Self Management and Supporting Individual Effectiveness
Plant Piping and Pipeline Systems
Project Management for Non-Engineers &

  Non Technical Professional
Time Management and Personal Effectiveness
Oil and Gas Project Economics, Resources Valuation,

Hazard Awareness, Mitigating Risks and Human Factors
Power Plant Project Economics
Planning, Cost Estimating and Control of E&P Project
Modern Well Test Analysis

Harmoni Plaza B-16, Jalan Suryopranoto 2, Jakarta - Indonesia
Telp. (62)(21) 6326911, 6313556 Fax (62)(21) 6330212, 6305074

E-mail : Lditrain@indo.net.id - Website : www.Lditraining.com

PETROLEUM & MANAGEMENT PROGRAMS 

LDI Instructor
LDI Instructor
LDI Instructor
Dr. Maurice Stewart, PE, CSP
Dr. Antarikso A., MBA, CPIM
Ir. Pulung Susilo Rahardjo
Guy Allinson
Dr. Maurice Stewart, PE, CSP
LDI Instructor
LDI Instructor
Dr. Maurice Stewart, PE, CSP
LDI Instructor
Dr. Maurice Stewart, PE, CSP
Dr. Ir. Rachmat K. Bachrun
Ir. Pulung Susilo Rahardjo
LDI Instructor
LDI Instructor
Ir. Pulung Susilo Rahardjo

LDI Instructor
Dr. Maurice Stewart, PE, CSP
William K. Ott, PE
Dr. I Wayan Suweca
LDI Instructor
Dr. Asnul Bahar
Dr. Maurice Stewart, PE, CSP
LDI Instructor
LDI Instructor
Dr. Maurice Stewart, PE, CSP
Ir. Pulung Susilo Rahardjo

LDI Instructor
Sjafri Joenoes

Dr. Maurice Stewart, PE, CSP
Sjafri Joenoes
Dr. Maurice Stewart, PE, CSP
Dr. Roland N. Horne

May 2 - 4*
May 2 - 4*
May 2 - 4*
May 9 - 13*
May 11 - 13*
May 11 - 13*
May 16 - 20*
May 16 - 20*
May 18 - 20*
May 18 - 20*
May 23 - 27*
May 25 - 27*
May 30 - Jun.3*
May 31 - Jun.3*
May 31 - Jun.3*
June 1 - 3*
July 19 - 22*
July 19 - 22*

July 20 - 22*
July 25 - 29*
July 25 - 29*
July 26 - 29*
July 27 - 29*
August 1 - 5*
August 1 - 5*
August 3 - 5*
August 3 - 5*
August 8 - 12*
August 9 - 12*

August 10 - 12*
August 15 - 16*

August 15 - 16*
August 18 - 19*
August 18 - 19*
August 22 - 26*

FOR MAY - AUGUST, 2016

Note :  Courses are in Jakarta except those marked with (*) are in Bandung, (**) in Yogyakarta and (***) 
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NNo. PPosition NName CCompany AAddress TTel EE-mail MMember#
1 CChairman Hasbi Lubis Schlumberger Wisma Mulia 42nd Floor, Jl. Gatot Subroto 

No. 42, Jakarta 12710

+628111251148 hasbilubis@slb.com 3169015

2 VVice Chairman Andrew Law Weatherford Indonesia Talavera Office Park 5th Floor, Jl. Letjen. TB. 

Simatupang Kav. 22-26 Jakarta

+628118712869 Andrew.Law@ap.weatherford.com

3 VVC Membership Steven Broadmeadow Geoservices Jl. Minangkabau Barat No. 34, Jakarta 12970 +62811187763 stevenb@welltechengineering.com 957704

4 VVC Membership Cessy Bellafania Semesta Energi Services Graha Satria 1, 2nd Floor Suite 203A/204, Jl. 

Raya Fatmawati No. 5, Jakarta 12430

+628551123855 cessy.bellafania@semestaenergi.co.id 3519018

5 VVC Program Geoff Thompson Indo Kaya Energi Jl. Wirajasa Blok ZN No. 1, Jakarta Timur +62811834132 geofft@cbn.net.id 3106465

6 SSecretary Amin Hartoni Engineering & 

Management Consulting

DBS Bank Tower 28th Floor, Jl. Prof. Dr Satrio 

Kav. 3-5, Jakarta 12940

+62811816560 sumber.ahartoni@gmail.com 3050372

7 SSecretary Prijo Hutomo Individual Koperasi ASB, Jl. Golf Raya, Kompleks BPM 

Blok C4, Depok 16433

+62811821108 Prijo.Hutomo@starenergy.co.id 846469

8 TTreasurer Iwan Soerono Schlumberger Wisma Mulia 42nd Floor, Jl. Gatot Subroto 

No. 42, Jakarta 12710

+628121015722 soerono1@slb.com 3207263

9 TTreasurer Hanifatu Havida ExxonMobil Wisma GKBI Room 27-321, Jl. Jend 

Sudirman Kav. 28 Jakarta 

+628118606625 hanifatu.avida@exxonmobil.com 3155502

10 PPast Chairman Thomas Schievenbusch 3498828

11 AAdvisor Bambang Istadi PT. Energi Mega Persada 

Tbk.

Bakrie Tower 28th Fl. Rasuna Epicentrum, Jl. 

HR. Rasuna Said, Jakarta 12960

+62811883266 bambang.istadi@energi-mp.com 3262190

12 AAdvisor Peter Adam PT. Energi Mega Persada 

Tbk.

Bakrie Tower 28th Fl. Rasuna Epicentrum, Jl. 

HR. Rasuna Said, Jakarta 12960

+628121017094 peter.adam@energi-mp.com 1347491

13 SSection Officer Mega SPE Java Section Wisma Mulia 42nd Floor, Jl. Gatot Subroto 

No. 42, Jakarta 12710

+6281311113128 speindonesia@slb.com 4587095

NNo. PPosition NName CCompany AAddress TTel EE-mail MMember#
14 SScholarship Teddy Komaroedin Pertamina EP - Blue Sky 

Langsa Ltd.

Menara Prima 26th Floor, Jl. Lingkar Mega 

Kuningan Blok 6.2, Jakarta 12950

+628129174430 thkom@yahoo.com 888644

15 CCo. Scholarship Fitrah Arachman PHE ONWJ Perkantoran Hijau Arkadia Tower F 11th 
Floor, Jl. TB. Simatupang Kav. 88 Jakarta 

+62811156873 fitrah.arachman@pertamina.com 3067221

16 SStudent Chapter & YP Muhammad Titis 

Redjoso

Star Energy Wisma Barito 10th Floor, Star Energy Tower, 
Jl. Let. Jend. S. Parman Kav. 62-63, Jakarta 

+628128584456 titis.redjoso@starenergy.co.id 3200553

17 CCo. Student Chapter & YP Julianta Panjaitan ConocoPhillips Indonesia Ratu Prabu 2 Building, 11th Floor, Jl. Letjen. 

TB Simatupang Kav 1B Jakarta 12560

+6281328001572 julianta.panjaitan@gmail.com

18 CCo. Student Chapter & YP Subihi Prasetya PT. Energi Mega Persada 

Tbk.

Bakrie Tower 23rd Fl. Rasuna Epicentrum, Jl. 

HR. Rasuna Said, Jakarta 12960

+622125577000 subihi.prasetya@energi-mp.com 4068760

19 CContinuing Education Hari K. Oetomo Petrochina Menara Kuningan 20th Floor, Jl. HR. Rasuna 

Said Block X-7 Kav. 5 Jakarta 12940

+62811801047 hari.oetomo@petrochina.co.id 1535368

20 TTDG Lead Edy Subiantoro PT. Energi Mega Persada 

Tbk.

Bakrie Tower 23rd Fl. Rasuna Epicentrum, Jl. 

HR. Rasuna Said, Jakarta 12960

+628111770418 edy.subiantoro@energi-mp.com 4202862

21 CCo. TDG Niesharsa Triaswari Statoil Indonesia Pondok Indah Office Suite 602, Jl. Sultan 

Iskandar Muda Kav. V-TA, Jakarta 12330

+628121063981 nitr@statoil.com 3443034

22 CCo. TDG Sri Rahayu PT. Energi Mega Persada 

Tbk.

Bakrie Tower 23rd Fl. Rasuna Epicentrum, Jl. 

HR. Rasuna Said, Jakarta 12960

+6281392087252 sri.rahayu@energi-mp.com 4105582

23 CCo. TDG Paulina Tio DAW Group Alamanda Tower 22nd Floor, Jl. TB. 

Simatupang Kav 23-24, Jakarta 12430

+62818985489 niranaga@hotmail.com 3485527

24 MMedia/Advertising William Ongseputra GE Oil & Gas Jl. RA. Kartini Kav. 8, Cilandak Barat, South 

Quarter, Tower B 19th Fl, Jakarta 12430

+6287789255035 william.ongseputra@ge.com 3467283

25 CCo-Editor Robert C Mathes RM&EC Consulting, C.A. +6281389350256 rmathes@rm-ecconsulting.com 930388

26 WWebsite Satrio Wibowo HSP Energy Pondok Pinang Center - C34, Jl. Ciputat Raya 

Jakarta 12310

+628115426790 jandisatriowibowo@gmail.com 3442543

27 CCo. Website Fernando Napitupulu GE Oil & Gas Jl. RA. Kartini Kav. 8, Cilandak Barat, South 

Quarter, Tower B 19th Fl, Jakarta 12430

+6282160926972 fernandofhn@yahoo.com

28 SShrimp Boil Doug Slusher Santa Fe Relocation 

Services

Jl. Karanggan Muda Raya No. 59 Gunung 

Putri 16961, Bogor Indonesia

+628161902830 Doug.Slusher@santaferelo.com 4098263

29 FFish Fry Rob Jagodzinski Turbochem International Menara Batavia 21st Floor, Jl. KH Mas 

Mansyur Kav 126, Jakarta

+628111631739 turbobigrob@yahoo.com

30 CCo. Fish Fry Pande Susanta National Petroleum 

Services (NPS)

The Manhattan Square Building 12th Floor, 

Jl. TB. Simatupang Jakarta 12560

+^28118418878 psusanta@npsintl.com

31 GGolf Bob Shearer Oilfield Advisor Jl. Darul Ma'arif 45G, Jakarta Selatan 12410 +62816864315 shearer@dnet.net.id 926006

32 GGolf Brad Sincock Geological Consulting +62811947920 bsincock53@gmaill.com 3437981

SSPE JAVA INDONESIA BOARD OF DIRECTORS 2015-2016

SSPE JAVA INDONESIA COMMITTEE CHAIRPERSONS 2015-2016

Board of DirectorsBoard of Directors



Consider it covered.

When it’s under Wild Well.
Wild Well stands for safety, integrity, and competence—supplying customized 
solutions to pressure control and operational issues wherever they arise. We 
protect assets onshore and offshore, at inland and deepwater locations. And  
we’re also the recognized experts in non-emergency aspects of well control.

With nearly 40 years in the business, the legacy of Wild Well is built on 
dependability, courage and innovation. Our new brand identity conveys 
our promise to carry that legacy into the future.

Head Office- PT. Abumas Albindo
Jalan Buncit Raya Pulo No.8
Jakarta 12740, Indonesia
Ph: + 62 21 797 1025

Branch Office - PT. Abumas Albindo
Balikpapan Permai Blok L No.9
JI. Jend. Sudirman, Balikpapan 76112
East Kalimantan, Indonesia
Ph: + 62 542 733071

Wild Well Corporate
Drilling Technology Center
2202 Oil Center Court
Houston, Texas 77073 U.S.A
Ph: + 1 281 784 4700

See more at wildwell.com




